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Abstract 

A detailed marine geophysical survey of the Woodlark Basin has given us a 

high resolution picture of the evolution of the Woodlark Basin. An algorithm developed 

for this study, which reconstructs bathymetry and magnetization grids to selected ages, 

has revealed many of the details of the evolution of this young ocean basin. The 

Woodlark Basin formed by the nucleation of spreading segments in sites of focused 

continental rifting. These segments, which are on the order of I 00 km long, 

subsequently grew by propagation. Segments form in an overlapping configuration, 

resulting in the deformation and rotation of intervening continental lithosphere. 

Transform faults form some time later, cutting through continental lithosphere to join 

the tips of the spreading segments. Continental margins formed by nucleation of a 

spreading segment are distinct from those formed by propagation. Nucleation margins 

have concordant abyssal hill fabric, continent/ocean boundary and continental rift 

fabric. The continent/ocean boundary (COB) of propagation margins is discordant with 

abyssal hill fabric, but may be either concordant or discordant with continental rift 

fabric . A third type of COB, formed when there is no propagation, results in abyssal hill 

fabric perpendicular to the COB. Similar geometries result from a COB formed on a 

transform fault. Seismicity on the margins after the initiation of sea-floor spreading, 

and the inward curvature of abyssal fabric formed on spreading centers propagating into 

the continental margin, demonstrate that extension continues on the margins for up to 1 

Ma. Large reorientations of the spreading center take place by propagation or 
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synchronous reorientation. The present-day sea-floor reveals that its 500-km-long 

spreading center reoriented synchronously, without propagation, about 80 ka. There is 

no evidence of the V-shaped pseudofault geometry typical of spreading center 

propagation, nor of the progressive fanning of sea-floor fabric characteristic of 

spreading center rotation. 

The results from the Woodlark Basin are applicable to other young ocean 

basins, for example the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden. Equally, they provide insight 

into the study of older margins, where sediment cover and/or subsidence complicates 

interpretation. 
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Preface 

This dissertation comprises three parts. Chapter l is taken from a published 

paper and discusses the 80 ka synchronous reorientation of the Woodlark Basin 

spreading system. This type of plate boundary reorganization had not been previously 

observed globally. Chapter 2 reconstructs the complete spreading history of the 

Woodlark Basin. For this study we developed an algorithm that reconstructs the sea

floor geophysical data to selected ages. The results of this chapter shed light on various 

facets of the way in which a continental rift evolves into a sea-floor spreading center. 

Chapter 3 examines in detail the different ways in which a spreading center can interact 

with continental lithosphere and the type of continental margins that will result. 
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Chapter 1: Synchronous Reorientation of the Woodlark 

Basin Spreading Center 

This chapter was originally published in Earth and Planetary Science Letters. The full 
reference is: 
Goodliffe, A. M., B. Taylor, F. Martinez, R. N. Hey, K. Maeda, and K. Ohno, 

Synchronous reorientation of the Woodlark Basin spreading center, Earth Planet. 
Sci. Lett., 146, 233-242, 1997. 

It is produced herein courtesy of Elsevier Science B.V., who is the sole copyright 
holder. 

Abstract 

A sidescan and multibeam bathymetry survey of the Woodlark Basin reveals 

that its 500-km-long spreading center reoriented synchronously, without propagation, 

about 80 ka. There is no evidence of the V-shaped pseudofault geometry typical of 

spreading center propagation, nor of the progressive fanning of sea-floor fabric 

characteristic of spreading center rotation. The reorientation is recognized by a sharp 

contact between two sea-floor fabric trends, and ruptured off-axis lithosphere formed 

up to 0.7 m.y. previously. The length of the reoriented spreading segments and the 

tendency to fault pre-reorientation sea-floor fabric are controlled by the strength of the 

lithosphere, the angle of the reorientation, and the length of preexisting spreading and 

transform segments. We document the process of synchronous reorientation in the 

Woodlark Basin and propose that it may occur in other ocean basins. 



'Introduction 

Changes in direction of sea-floor spreading, as recorded by bends in fracture 

zones, were first well documented in the northeast Pacific (Menard and Atwater, 1968). 

From that study, it was proposed that the spreading centers had progressively rotated to 

remain perpendicular to each new direction of extension by conjugate asymmetric 

spreading (Figure 1.1 a). This was the accepted mechanism until it was proposed that 

the reorientation could take place by the propagation of a new spreading center with a 

different orientation into older oceanic lithosphere, progressively eliminating the old 

spreading center (Shih and Molnar, 1975; Hey, 1977). Spreading center propagation 

produces a characteristic morphology, with a V-shaped wedge of lithosphere pointing 

in the direction of propagation and bounded on either side by pseudofaults that separate 

post- and pre-reorientation lithosphere (Figure 1.1 b ). A fundamental way in which the 

spreading center propagation and rotation models differ is that the propagation model 

produces a sharp boundary between old and new sea-floor fabric. Reinterpretations of 

magnetic anomaly patterns in the Pacific (Wilson et al., 1984; Hey et al., 1988; Caress 

et al., 1988) showed that spreading center propagation, as opposed to spreading center 

rotation, was the dominant mechanism of reorientation. 

In contrast, we report the results of two surveys of the Woodlark Basin and 

show that, about 80 ka, a 500-km-long spreading system reoriented synchronously 

along its length (Figure 1.2), producing a sharp transition between pre- and post

reorientation fabric. We document the nature of this reorientation and propose that 

spreading centers elsewhere may have experienced synchronous reorientation. 
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Figure 1. 1. Models of spreading center reorientation by (A) gradual rotation 
(Menard and Atwater, 1968) and (B) propagation (Hey, 1977). Modified from 
He y et al., I 988 . 
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Figure 1.2. Regional setting and tectonics of the Papua New Guinea-Solomon 
Islands region. Spreading rates for the Brunhes chron are labeled in mm yr" 1

• 

MT and ST are the Moresby and Simbo transforms respectively; DE is the 
D'Entrecasteaux islands. Top inset shows the geographical location of the study 
area, bottom inset shows the axial depth profile of the Woodlark Basin 
spreading center, with the five spreading segments numbered. Modified from 
Taylor et al.. 1995. 
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The Wood/ark Basin Spreading Center 

Sea-floor spreading in the Woodlark Basin began about 6 Ma, following a 

period of continental rifting, and has propagated westwards, separating the Woodlark 

Rise from the Pocklington Rise (Figure 1.2) (Weisse! et al., 1982; Taylor and Exon, 

1987; Taylor et al., 1995). At the same time as it has propagated westwards, the basin 

has been subducted eastwards beneath the Solomon Islands (Weisse! et al, 1982; Taylor 

and Exon, 1987; Crook and Taylor, 1994). 

During 1993, two marine geophysical surveys mapped the entire 500-km-long 

Woodlark Basin spreading system in detail. The April-May survey of the western half 

of the basin included HAW All-MR 1 sidescan (acoustic imagery and bathymetry) and 

underway geophysical data at 5-nautical-mile line spacing. The August-October survey 

included Hydrosweep multibeam bathymetry and magnetic data at 2.5-nautical-mile 

line spacing. Together, the two surveys produced total-coverage bathymetry, acoustic 

imagery, and interpolated magnetic field data of the spreading center and its flanks. We 

calculated a sea-floor magnetization solution from a 3-D inversion of the bathymetry 

and magnetic anomaly data (Parker and Huestis, 197 4 ). From this we determined the 

sea-floor spreading history, including the extent of lithosphere formed during the 

Brunhes chron (Figure 1.2). 

One of the most striking features in the Woodlark Basin is the obliquity of the 

present spreading axis to older sea-floor fabric and the Brunhes/Matuyama (0.78 Ma) 

crustal boundary (Figures 1.2 and 1.3). These features indicate that during the more 

7 



Figure 1.3. Gray scale bathymetry illuminated from the north in the region of 
segments 1 and 2 (A) and 3, 4 and 5 (B). The wide dashed black line represents 
the extent of positively magnetized crust generated within the Brunhes chron, 
which generally corresponds to the Brunhes/Matuyama boundary except for 
propagation tips and parts of segment 1 which may be more recently developed. 
The solid black line represents the present spreading axis and the narrow dashed 
line represents abandoned axis segments. Subsegments are labeled along the 
bottom of both A and B. 
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recent part of the Brunhes chron, the entire length of the Woodlark Basin spreading 

system synchronously reoriented up to 22° anti-clockwise. The spreading segments did 

not gradually rotate, nor did they propagate, even though there is evidence of 

propagation events as part of the earlier basin evolution. 

The pre- and post-reorientation spreading axis, on the basis of acoustic imagery, 

bathymetry and magnetization, can be divided into five main segments (Figures 1.2 and 

1.3). We refer to these segments as 1 through 5 based in the pre-reorientation 

configuration of the positive magnetization boundary; the present day subsegments are 

indicated by a letter following the segment number (e.g. 3a). Although the individual 

subsegments are newly developed, differ in length, and vary somewhat in orientation, 

they generally have relative bathymetric highs near their centers and lows near their 

distal ends (Figure 1.2) similar to the characteristic segmentation morphology on 

steady-state mid-ocean ridges (Macdonald et al., 1988). 

Segment 1 

Segment 1 (Figure l .3a) comprises three subsegments linked by overlapping 

nontransform offsets and represents the most recent development of spreading 

following the westward continuation of rifting into the Papuan continental margin. All 

three have a magnetization high (Klitgord, 1976) and a neovolcanic zone of aligned 

volcanic cones that form locally positive relief. The western subsegment (la) is the 

youngest and least developed. It comprises two main features, an unnamed circular 

crater in the west approximately 3 km in diameter, and to the east, a volcanic edifice 

10 



named Cheshire seamount (Binns and Whitford, 1987). Subsegments I band le to the 

east would be hard to define on the basis of bathymetry alone, but are easily identified 

using the acoustic imagery (Taylor et al ., 1995). The relatively straight 

Brunhes/Matuyama boundary from the magnetization solution indicates that prior to the 

reorientation a single segment was in place of the present two (Figure l.3a). We 

observe that the former spreading center reoriented up to 8° anti-clockwise and divided 

into two subsegments separated by a nontransform offset. 

The eastern end of segment l and the western end of abandoned segment 2 form 

opposing V-shaped overlapping tips evident in the magnetization and bathymetry. An 

intervening continental sliver was isolated and rotated anti-clockwise by 

complementary spreading on the overlapping system. 

Segment 2 

Segment 2, separated by a nontransform offset from segment 1 (Figure 1.3a), 

forms the longest ridge segment, with a 3-4 km wide axial valley, coincident high 

acoustic reflectivity and an axial magnetization high. A left stepping deval is present 

halfway along its length. The present ridge sharply crosscuts older sea-floor fabric and 

the abandoned spreading segment. In the approximately 12° anti-clockwise 

reorientation, the spreading center remained in one piece and maintained the deval. 

That the deval survived suggests the possibility that it could have served as a nucleation 

point for the reorientation. To the west and east of the deval, the abandoned spreading 

center can be seen north and south of the present axis respectively (Figure l .4a). 
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Figure 1.4. Line drawing of sea-floor fabric in the vicinity of the spreading 
center for segment 2 (A) and segment 4 (B). 
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Segment3 

Moresby transform, with depths in excess of 4500 m and a width of 

approximately 10 km, links segments 2 and 3. East of Moresby transform we locate the 

spreading center by its negative relief, high acoustic reflectivity, and correlation with 

magnetization highs . The Hydrosweep acoustic reflectivity data to the east of 154°45'E 

are of lower resolution than the HAW Aii-MR l acoustic imagery to the west. 

Segment 3 (Figure l.3b) was a single segment prior to its approximately 17° 

anti-clockwise reorientation, with a small, westward propagating, nontransform offset. 

Two subsegments separated by a nontransform offset formed following the 

reorientation, the longer one to the west (3a). At the western end of subsegment 3a, the 

old spreading axis can still be discerned as a bathymetric deep with high acoustic 

backscatter, just to the north of the present axis (Taylor et al., 1995). Subsegment 3a 

crosscuts the older sea-floor fabric in a similar way to segment 2. Subsegment 3b to the 

east, however, does not crosscut pre-reorientation fabric in the same way, instead 

forming a wider region of reoriented sea-floor fabric. This could be interpreted as 

indicating that the reorientation took place earlier there than directly to the west. Our 

preferred interpretation, based on consideration of data from segments 3 and 4 (see 

below) is that much of the reoriented fabric is made up of faulted and subsided pre

reorientation sea-floor. 
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Segment4 

Segment 4 (Figure 3b) is separated from segment 3 by a transform with 

longitudinally offset fracture zones to the north and south. The formerly single 

segment divided into at least four subsegments, similar in appearance to the adjacent 

subsegment 3b, and reoriented by 12° -22° anti-clockwise . The pre-reorientation sea

floor fabric is truncated to both the north and south of the reoriented fabric, but the two 

sides do not fit back together. Segment 4 and its surroundings can be subdivided into 

three regions (Figure l .4b ). The first region comprises undisturbed, E-W trending, pre

reorientation sea-floor fabric. Region 2 is made up of faulted and subsided sea-floor 

with a fabric subparallel to the third region, which is composed of oceanic crust formed 

on the new spreading center. The boundary between regions 2 and 3 is often 

ambiguous, so using segment 4 alone, it would be difficult to estimate when the 

reorientation took place. However, where best defined, the width of region 3 is similar 

to that of post-reorientation oceanic crust for segments l through 3a. Our interpretation 

of segment 4 is that the initial change in spreading direction caused ( l) faulting of the 

lithosphere in an area close to the then spreading center and (2) creation of a set of new 

spreading segments within the faulted area. It is unclear if these two processes 

happened successively or at the same time. 
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Segment 5 

Unlike the boundaries between segments 2, 3 and 4, the boundary between 

segments 4 and 5 (Figure 1.3b) was a propagating spreading center, as shown by the 

pseudofaults to the north and south converging to the east. In the reorganization, the 

instantaneous transform part of the propagator evolved into a transform fault, with a 

small intra-transform spreading segment high. Subsegment Sb, in which the spreading 

center again occupies negative relief, reoriented by up to 20° anti-clockwise, but did not 

subdivide into subsegments, perhaps because it was initially short. The region of 

reoriented sea-floor fabric is narrow, like segment 3a. 

There are two distinct trends to the transform fault and fracture zones at the 

eastern end of segment 5. A NNW-SSE transform fault continues north to the New 

Britain trench (Figure 1.2). Formerly, the transform fault trended N-S (like the fracture 

zone at l 56°30'E to the south) and connected to the next spreading segment to the east, 

now subducted (Weisse! et al., 1982; Taylor and Exon, 1987; Crook and Taylor, 1994). 

In addition there is a SSE-trending fracture zone ridge, but it extends only about 50 km 

to the south. The sea-floor to the east of segment 5 may have rotated as it entered the 

New Britain trench. 

Discussion 

The sharp contact between abyssal hill fabrics at an angle of 8°-22° along the 

500-km-Iong-axis of the Woodlark Basin is clear evidence for spreading center 

reorientation. We infer that the reorientation occurred synchronously because the width 
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of newly accreted sea-floor does not change appreciably along the length of the 

spreading center. The reorientation does not show the V-shaped pseudofault geometry 

typical of spreading center propagation and does not show the progressive asymmetric 

fanning of sea-floor fabric predicted by spreading center rotation. The major 

transforms faults in the basin are still active, whereas a propagation event crossing the 

basin would be expected to pass through and render them inactive. It is also notable 

that the reorientation took place with no discernible time lag east and west of the -50 

km offset Moresby transform. 

Model 

Figure 1.5 shows our interpretation of the synchronous reorientation of the 

Woodlark Basin spreading system. In this case, what was once a single spreading 

segment has split into one long segment and one short segment (as in the case of 

segment 3) and reoriented by 20° anti-clockwise. The older sea-floor is crosscut by the 

new spreading axis, forming a sharp contact between the two abyssal hill orientations. 

In the overlap between the two new segments pre-reorientation fabric has been faulted 

and sheared, imposing upon it the new spreading center orientation. This gives the 

appearance of a wider region of newly formed lithosphere, and if interpreted just on this 

basis, could lead to the reorientation being dated as older than it really is. 

Timing 

What is the timing of the reorientation? By measuring the amount of post

reorientation sea-floor, spreading segments l-3a and 5 give consistent estimates of 80 
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Figure 1.5. Schematic model of spreading center reorientation by synchronous 
jumping. 
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ka as the time of the reorientation (using 0.78 Ma as the date of the start of the Brunhes 

chron and assuming constant spreading rates). Examination of the contact between 

post- and pre-reorientation sea-floor fabric shows that the reorientation took at the most 

25 k.y. 

How is the lithosphere fractured? 

How is oceanic lithosphere fractured during the reorientation? The propagating 

rift model (Hey, 1977) fractures lithosphere by stress concentration at the propagator 

tip. Initiation of the propagator can occur in a number of places where the lithosphere 

is weakest, or where tectonic stresses are concentrated, such as along transform faults. 

The spreading center rotation model (Menard and Atwater, 1968) exploits the weak 

spreading axis, gradually rotating the axis within the neovolcanic zone. Synchronous 

reorientation does not require weak zones, but on the contrary may crosscut existing 

sea-floor without regard for pre-existing lines of weakness. Although older oceanic 

lithosphere becomes increasingly more difficult to fracture by conventional plate 

tectonic forces (Goetze and Evans, 1979), the affected lithosphere in the Woodlark 

Basin is younger than 0.78 Ma. It has been shown, in an attempt to explain apparently 

instantaneous ridge jumps in the Southern Ocean (Small, 1995), that oceanic 

lithosphere remains relatively weak until it reaches an age of 4 m.y. At this age, a 

maximum deviatoric stress required for brittle failure of 40 MPa may still enable ridge 

jumps to take place. Thus, in the Woodlark Basin, there should be no difficulty 

fracturing 0.7 Ma lithosphere. What appear to be instantaneous ridge jumps into <3 Ma 
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lithosphere with no evidence for propagation have also been observed in the Manus 

Basin (Martinez and Taylor, 1996). 

Variations along strike 

The character of the reorientation in the Woodlark Basin varies along strike. 

Faulting and subsidence of pre-reorientation sea-floor is more important on segments 

3b and 4, and reoriented axes extend further into older lithosphere on segments 2 and 

3a. Three factors may be responsible for this variation; ( l) contrasting lithospheric 

strength within the basin across Moresby transform, (2) segment length and transform 

offset, and (3) the angular magnitude of the reorientation; as this angle increases, a new 

spreading segment will encounter stronger lithosphere sooner, resulting in shorter 

segments. Additionally, rifting on the margins becomes important to the west, taking up 

some of the extension across the basin and buffering the change in direction of opening. 

This factor is most relevant to segment l and may result in a smaller degree of 

reorientation than would otherwise be the case. 

West of Moresby transform, the sea-floor is generally shallower, the abyssal hill 

fabric less continuous and of lower relief than to the east. Bouguer anomalies are 

characteristically 10-20 mGal lower to the west of Moresby transform than to the east 

(Goodliffe et al., 1994 ). This requires either lower density or thicker crust, and/or 

higher mantle temperatures (possibly resulting from induced mantle convection due to 

the proximity of the cooler lithospheric roots of the margins to the intervening rising 

hot asthenosphere (Buck, 1986). Such lithosphere would be weaker, with the result that 
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a spreading center could reorient further off-axis in the west than in the east, resulting 

in longer post-reorientation spreading centers (compare segments 2 and 4). In the case 

of segment I , the pre-reorientation segments are largely bounded by rifted continental 

crust which may have inhibited the new axes from crossing these boundaries, and 

instead favored smaller subsegments to develop within young oceanic lithosphere. In 

the case of segment 3, the reorientation has served to shorten Moresby transform 

(relative to its pre-reorientation length), thus minimizing the amount of energy that is 

expended in movement along it. To achieve this, subsegment 3a is longer than those 

further east. 

Figures l .4A and l .4B show how segments 2 and 4 (as end-members) differ in 

the way they reorient. Segment 2 comprises one long new spreading segment, which 

has grown from a simple fracture in the oceanic lithosphere. Faulting and subsidence 

of the adjacent sea-floor have been minimal. Segment 4, however, split into a number 

of short segments that nucleated simultaneously. Faulting and shearing of pre

reorientation fabric are evident in the overlap zones. Additionally, faulting and 

subsidence of adjacent sea-floor are important, and makes up a significant percentage of 

the reoriented fabric. 

Synchronous reorientation vs. propagation 

Why did the most recent reorientation take place by a synchronous reorientation 

rather than by spreading center propagation, when both have been active in the 

Woodlark Basin? What controls how the spreading center reorients? A large rapid 
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change in direction of plate motion could be an important factor. In general the rate of 

change is a poorly constrained parameter (Caress et al., 1988), with the Woodlark Basin 

being one of the few places where we can directly estimate the time needed for the 

entire length of a spreading center to complete a large magnitude reorientation. We 

propose that a synchronous reorientation may occur as a result of a large and rapid 

change in direction of plate motion, with propagation or rotation occurring when the 

change in direction of plate motion is slower or has a smaller difference in direction. 

There are many potential causes for large local plate motion changes, with the New 

Guinea- Solomon area being composed of a number of small plates buffering the 

oblique convergence of the Pacific and Australian plates. In this buffer zone, plate 

movements are complex, and plate motion changes could be rapid and remain local. 

Global Implications 

Recognition of synchronous spreading center reorientations in other parts of the 

world could help us to constrain the question of why in some instances reorganization 

occurs by spreading center propagation or rotation, and in others by synchronous 

reorientation. The Woodlark Basin is the first place that this type of reorientation has 

been documented along an entire spreading system. Other studies (Small, l 995; 

Martinez and Taylor, 1996) have shown what appear to be instantaneous spreading 

center jumps, or at least show no evidence of propagation and/or rotation. Is this 

process more common than previously recognized? This study has shown that 

recognition of this type of reorientation requires high-resolution bathymetry and, 
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preferably, acoustic imagery from a dense coverage of ship tracks; high resolution 

magnetic data alone are not sufficient. It is also true that most of the sea-floor lacks the 

high-resolution geophysical data needed to resolve this process. One example where a 

synchronous spreading center reorientation may have been misinterpreted is the Eocene 

reorientation of the Pacific-Farallon spreading center north of the Mendicino fracture 

zone (Caress et al., 1988). In this area, it has been difficult to date the progression of 
I 

what was assumed to be a propagating spreading center, because ages of the sea-floor 

formed by the propagator were not found to be consistently younger in any direction. It 

was considered in the study (Caress et al., 1988), that although the data indicated that 

the new spreading center had appeared almost synchronously along its entire length, 

this was extremely unlikely, and a best guess propagation direction was used. We have 

shown from our study of the Woodlark Basin that a newly oriented spreading center can 

in fact form synchronously along its entire 500-km length without resolvable 

propagation. Another assumption made in these studies (Hey et al., 1988; Caress et al., 

1988) was that spreading center propagation (Shih and Molnar, 1975; Hey, 1977) could 

be proven on the basis that a sharp contact between pre- and post-reorientation fabric 

exists. From our study in the Woodlark Basin, we know that a sharp contact can also 

be created by a synchronous reorientation of the spreading center, and only a very 

detailed survey can distinguish this from conventional propagation. In the Woodlark 

Basin several conditions allow us to recognize the synchronous reorientation: ( 1) a 

complete geophysical data set including closely spaced magnetic isochron 

identifications which bound the axis along its length; (2) the reorientation took place 
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recently, which minimizes extrapolation errors; (3) there is little sediment cover, 

allowing fabric and high-backscatter areas to be easily imaged; and (4) both sides of the 

spreading center are visible, allowing comparison of the conjugate sides. In other areas 

these conditions are often not met (Hey et al., 1988; Caress et al., 1988; Small, 1995; 

Martinez and Taylor; 1996). 

Conclusions 

I. The 500-km-long spreading center in the Woodlark Basin reoriented synchronously, 

without evidence of propagation or rotation, about 80 ka. 

2. A sharp contact between pre- and post-reorientation sea-floor fabric is produced by 

synchronous reorientation, as is also the case with spreading center propagation. The 

presence of such a sharp contact is thus insufficient evidence to distinguish between the 

two processes. 

3. In areas where there is overlap between reoriented spreading centers, pre

reorientation sea-floor fabric is faulted and sheared resulting in lineations parallel to the 

new orientation and a wider zone of reoriented fabric than would be produced by 

spreading alone. 

4. In the eastern Woodlark Basin, faulting and subsidence of adjacent pre- 80 ka sea

floor produces a large proportion of the reoriented sea-floor fabric. 

5. The length of the reoriented spreading segments and the tendency of pre

reorientation sea-floor fabric to fault is controlled by the strength of the lithosphere, the 

angle of the reorientation, and the length of preexisting spreading and transform 

segments. 
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6. Instantaneous reorientation may have been misinterpreted as spreading center 

propagation in other ocean basins, with the Eocene reorientation of the Pacific-Farallon 

spreading center north of the Mendicino fracture zone being a potential candidate. 
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Chapter 2 : The Birth and Growth of a Small Ocean 

Basin: The Woodlark Basin 

Introduction 

In an attempt to piece the continents together into their pre-rift geometry, 

Bullard et al. ( 1965) and LePichon et al. ( 1977), using rigid plate tectonics, found that 

the conjugate margins do not usually fit together well, whether using isobaths, 

geophysical expressions of the continental margin (Rabinowitz and LaBreque, 1979), or 

the coastline. Instead, the margins are characterized by narrow margins and margin 

plateaus, where the latter is thought to result from increased degrees of extension prior 

to sea-floor spreading (Dunbar and Sawyer, 1996). As a result, research began to focus 

on the areal development of the initiation of sea-floor spreading. Hey et al. ( 1980), 

extending the theory of spreading center propagation (Hey, 1977), proposed the 

initiation of sea-floor spreading propagates through continental lithosphere, resulting in 

a continent-ocean boundary (COB) that is a pseudofault rather than an isochron. In their 

model the pole describing opening on the new spreading center migrates along with the 

tip of the spreading center, resulting in a wave of compression moving ahead of the tip. 

Vink ( 1982) proposed that oceanic spreading propagates through a continental rift as it 

uniformly extends, resulting in the continental edges having undergone increasing 

extension in the direction of rift propagation (Figure 2.1 a) . In this model, extension is 

normal to the direction of least compressive stress in the local stress field, making 
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Figure 2. 1. Three models of the propagation of sea-floor spreading into 
continental lithosphere; (a) The separation of two rigid blocks allows sea-floor 
spreading (black lines) to propagate into rifted continental lithosphere (darker 
gray) . The result is a continental margin that is increasingly extended in the 
direction of propagation, and intersected by sea-floor isochrons (Vink, 1982). 
(b) The rapid initiation of sea-floor spreading is slowed by "locked zones" (dark 
gray core) . Diffuse extension at a point ceases as soon as it is reached by the 
propagating tip , leading to progressively more extension towards the center of 
the locked zoned. The resulting continental margin contains a distinct plateau of 
more extended continental lithosphere (Courtillot, 1982). (c) Two rigid blocks 
separate about a pole of opening. Spreading initiates and propagates forward as 
the degree of continental extension reaches a threshold value, determined by 
lithospheric properties. Heterogeneities in the continental lithosphere result in 
sea-floor spreading initiating in different parts of the rifted continental 
lithosphere. The resulting continental margin is intersected by sea-floor 
isochrons (Martin, 1984). 
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compression ahead of the propagating tip unnecessary. Martin ( 1984) proposed that as 

two rigid plates move apart about a pole of opening, oceanic spreading will initiate 

along the rift when continental extension has reached a threshold value. The continental 

edges will undergo approximately equal extension, with lithospheric heterogeneities 

resulting in the initiation of sea-floor spreading in different areas and leading to a basic 

segmentation. Propagation then occurs along strike in both directions (Figure 2.1 b) . 

Courtillot ( 1982) proposed that under the effect of tensional forces, a system of 

fractures develop in a linear continental rift. In this process, the lithosphere is deformed 

and thinned under the conjugate effects of normal faulting, fissure opening (in the 

brittle surface layers), and plastic necking (at deeper structural levels). As thinning 

continues, longer segments of the future plate boundary have decreasing strength. 

However, the mechanical behavior of the rift zone is unlikely to be uniform along 

strike, and the plates remain attached through a number of 'asperities' or 'locked zones' 

(Figure 2. lc). As a consequence of the mechanical behavior of the plate, a critical stage 

is eventually reached when the relative amount of locked versus thinned boundary is no 

longer sufficient to prevent failure and fracture initiates somewhere between the 

neighboring locked zones. Spreading centers propagate away from this nucleation 

point, at first very fast through thinned lithosphere with little remaining strength, then 

slowing down as they approach the resistant zones and begin to break them apart. 

Where propagation of the spreading center was rapid, narrow margins are created, 

where propagation was slow, through 'locked zones', margin plateaus are created. 

Courtillot's process is referred to by McKenzie (1986) as "localization" . McKenzie 
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noted that the difference between 'locked zones' and rifts is whether or not the 

deformation is distributed, and distinguished this from propagation. 

So far we have discussed the initiation of sea-floor spreading in terms of the 

brittle upper lithosphere rather than the asthenosphere. Bonatti ( 1985) proposed a 

"punctiform" model of spreading center initiation driven by asthenospheric upwellings. 

In the Red Sea, continuous sea-floor spreading in a well defined axis in the south 

becomes discontinuous to the north, forming discrete deeps in the central Red Sea 

which Bonatti interpreted as discrete cells of sea-floor spreading. The regular spacing of 

the discrete deeps and the similar spacing of discontinuities in the southern Red Sea 

suggested that both may be caused by asthenospheric upwelling. Bonatti proposed that 

the stretching and thinning of lithosphere results in a density/viscosity inversion as a 

result of partial melt formation. The resulting diapirs of ascending asthenospeheric 

material are separated by a wavelength that is controlled by the ratio of the viscosities 

and the layer thicknesses. The diapirs eventually breach the lithosphere and form 

periodically spaced spreading axes which continue to grow along strike, eventually 

merging to create a continuous spreading center. Cochran and Martinez ( 1988), 

working in the northern Red Sea, identified basement structures which they interpreted 

as a series of crustal blocks. These are delimited along strike at regular intervals by 

cross-trending faults zones interpreted as accommodation zones. They proposed a 

model where extension is focused between accommodation zones, allowing the large 

intrusions of Bonatti. 
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The segmentation of continental rifts and the subsequent spreading centers has 

also been a point of discussion. Rosendahl ( 1987) based on studies of the East Africa 

Rift, defined the fundamental unit of a continental rift as a discrete structural basin with 

a typical length of 80-160 km, bounded on either end by an accommodation zone. Such 

accommodation zones have also been noted in the northern Red Sea (Cochran and 

Martinez, 1988; Martinez and Cochran, 1988). Courtillot ( 1982) defines segments on 

the basis of locked zones, which are analogous to accommodation zones in that they are 

regions where extension remains diffuse. The segmentation of the spreading center is 

then a direct result of the original continental rift. Similarly, Bonatti (1985) proposed 

that the origin of the rift and subsequent spreading center segmentation is the initial 

separation of spreading center nucleation points, which in the case of the Red Sea is on 

the order of 50-100 km. Crane ( 1985) noted that the spacing between areas of 

upwelling and igneous activity on the fast spreading East Pacific Rise (EPR) is 

approximately 150 km. This decreases to 50 km on the slow spreading Mid-Atlantic 

ridge. 

The scale of segmentation begs the question of how the segments are related. 

Lister et al. ( 1986) proposed that oceanic transforms are inherited from continental 

transfer faults separating normal fault blocks, implying that transform faults and the 

associated fracture zones will continue into the continental margins. Martinez and 

Cochran ( 1988) proposed that fracture zones originate from the accommodation zones 

that originally separated the continental rift units. Bosworth (1985; 1986) suggested that 
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the zones between continental rift basins could be sites of diffuse deformation, but 

would not necessarily become the transform zones of the oceanic domain. 

The Woodlark Basin (Figure 2.2), is one of a few places where we can study an 

active transition from continental rifting to oceanic spreading. The paucity of sediment 

allows the complex structure of the fault blocks and the location of the COB to be 

imaged with ease. All continental extension is confined to a finite region by the rigid 

oceanic lithosphere of the Solomon Sea to the north and the Coral Sea to the south. The 

pole of opening is nearby and therefore major variations in the kinematic and structural 

parameters (both continental and oceanic) are contained within a small area. The spatial 

progression from continental rifting to sea-floor spreading is equivalent to, and allows a 

study of, the temporal evolution of the rift-spreading system. In the Red Sea, where the 

spreading center is actively propagating north into continental lithosphere, thick salt 

deposits complicate the seismic imaging of the rift structures (Cochran and Martinez, 

1988). In the Gulf of Aden, a magnetic quiet zone of unknown origin bounds oceanic 

lithosphere of known age (Cochran, 1981; Manighetti et al., 1997). The influence of the 

Ethiopian hot spot, as well as a volatile political standing add further complications to 

studies of both regions. 

We have compiled an extensive geophysical database for the Woodlark Basin. 

We have full coverage high resolution bathymetry and acoustic imagery in the western 

Woodlark Basin, and extensive coverage in the eastern Woodlark Basin. Sparser ship 

tracks extend our coverage into the margins of the eastern Woodlark Basin and into the 

Coral and Solomon seas. The addition of along track gravity, magnetic and multi-
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Figure 2.2. Location map and tectonic features of the Woodlark Basin and 
surroundings; DE is D'Entrecasteaux Islands; MT is Moresby Transform; ST is 
Simbo Transform. Small numbers near spreading segments indicate average 
13runhes chron spreading rates in km/Ma. 
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channel seismic data completes our suite of data. Using this database and algorithms 

developed to reconstruct the motion of the two plates making up the Woodlark Basin, 

we have compiled a detailed model for the evolution of the Woodlark Basin, from 

initial continental breakup to an established spreading system. Such a complete 

geophysical database does not exist for any other young ocean basin in the world. This 

has given us the opportunity to reconstruct the spreading history of the Woodlark Basin 
I 

in greater detail than is possible anywhere else. The Woodlark Basin gives an unrivaled 

view of the birth of a spreading center, from continental rifting to the evolution of the 

spreading system as the passive continental margins separate. 

The margins of the Woodlark Basin are heavily scarred by rift basins of varying 

sizes. Individual basins are delimited by high angle normal fault bounded tilted crustal 

blocks. The presence of low angle normal faults is also common (Abers et al., 1997), 

implying that both pure and simple shear extension have been important in the 

evolution of the continental margins. We will show that oceanic spreading initiated very 

rapidly along the length of isolated rift basins on the order of 100 km long. 

Reconstructions indicate that these rift basins were sites of focused pure shear extension 

prior to the initiation of sea-floor spreading. New spreading segments remained isolated 

within continental lithosphere for the early part of their history, propagating slowly into 

the continental margin and toward the pole of opening. New sites of localized 

continental extension and subsequent sea-floor spreading developed ahead of the 

propagator tip. The absence of transfer faults continuing into the margins and the 

truncation of a transform fault within oceanic lithosphere leads us to conclude that 
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originally overlapping spreading segments evolved into transform offsets. Inwardly 

curved abyssal hill fabric and continued seismicity on the margins today show that 

extension continued on the continental margins for upwards of 1 Myr after the initiation 

of a spreading segment. The spreading history of the basin contains numerous spreading 

center reorientations . Evidence of spreading center propagation, into both oceanic and 

continental lithosphere, is accompanied by numerous examples of reorientations that 

have taken place without evidence of propagation. We identify a type of propagating 

spreading center that, in contrast to the smooth curvilinear outer pseudofault, has an 

inner pseudofault composed of a series of finite regions of rotated and sheared 

lithosphere. A change in pole of opening at 0.5 Ma resulted in a geologically 

instantaneous and synchronous spreading center reorientation throughout the basin 0.42 

Myr later. 

Geologic Background 

The Woodlark Basin (Figure 2.2), in the southwest Pacific, is bounded to the 

west and east by the Papuan Peninsula and the Solomon Islands respectively. The 

submerged eastward extensions of the Papuan Peninsula, the Pocklington Rise to the 

south and the Woodlark Rise to the north, bound the Woodlark basin latitudinally. 

Moresby Transform defines the eastern bound of the generally shallower western 

Woodlark Basin. Here the sea-floor fabric is smoother than to the east, the spreading 

segments have rifted axial highs and have exclusively non-transform offsets . East of 

Moresby transform the spreading segments form axial lows, have transform and non

transform offsets and the sea-floor has well developed abyssal hill fabric. Propagation 
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has been discontinuous (averaging 140 km/Ma) to the west for at least the past 6 Myr. 

Spreading rates vary from 36 km/Ma in the west to 67 km/Ma in the east (Taylor et al., 

1995). 

Carey (1958) was the first to postulate an extensional origin for the Woodlark 

Basin, recognizing the presence of oceanic crust and the narrowing of the basin to the 

west. Milsom ( 1970) further identified active oceanic accretion in the basin and the 

presence of Moresby Transform. Davies and Smith ( 1971) showed that the geology of 

the islands in the Pocklington Rise are similar to that of the Papuan Peninsula. This 

similarity was subsequently shown for the Woodlark Rise (Ashley and Flood, 1981). 

Luyendyk et al. (l 973) identified sea-floor spreading anomalies 1, J and 2 on both sides 

of a spreading segment near 154 °30'E and identified crustal extension on Woodlark 

Rise west of Moresby Transform. Smith ( 1976) proposed that extension continued 

westward through Dawson Strait in the D'Entrecasteaux Islands, which is at the center 

of a Quaternary volcanic province of peralkaline rhyolites and thermal springs of 

continental rift affinity. Plio-Pleistocene extension has produced three flooded graben 

(Mullins Harbor, Milne Bay and Goodenough Bay) on the eastern extremity of the 

Papuan Peninsula (Jongsma, 1972; Milsom and Smith, 1975) with associated rift-flank 

subaerial uplift to 600 m (Smith and Simpson, 1972). Metamorphic core complexes on 

the D'Entrecasteaux Islands and in the Suckling-Dayman massif on the Papuan 

Peninsula were also exhumed in the Plio-Pleistocene (Davies, 1980; Oilier and Pain, 

1980; Hill, 1987; Davies and Warren, 1988) 
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Weissel et al. ( 1982) extended the identification of the Brunhes chron to 

152°33'E and showed that spreading had commenced just prior to 3.5 Ma east of 154°E 

and propagated west. Hill et al. ( 1984) further identified oceanic crust and spreading 

axis between 151 °42'E and 153°5'E. Subsequent work in the western Woodlark Basin 

(Binns et al., 1987; Binns et al., 1989; Benes et al., l 994a) defined the western tip of 

sea-floor spreading, dredging MORB affinity basalt from Cheshire seamount and 

greenschist metamorphosed continental rocks from Moresby Seamount to the west. 

Taylor (1987), working in the eastern Woodlark Basin, defined the major spreading 

segments and much of the COB. Crook and Taylor (1994), in an examination of the 

region to the east of Simbo Transform, concluded that the spreading center had been 

subducted in this region, resulting in a triple junction at the intersection of Simbo 

Transform with the San Cristobal Trench. Tay !or et al. ( 1995) and Goodliffe et al. 

( 1997) defined the entire spreading system on the basis of acoustic imagery, bathymetry 

and magnetization. They found that the current spreading segments are oblique to the 

older magnetic and sea-floor fabric as a result of a synchronous reorientation at 80 Ka. 

Geophysical Data Acquisition and Processing 

In April-May 1993 we conducted a HAWAII-MRI sidescan survey of the 

western Woodlark Basin. Total coverage swath bathymetry from margin to margin was 

collected from beyond the western tip of the spreading center at 151°35'E, to 154 °45'E. 

The north-south tracks, with a 5 nautical mile spacing, included gravity and magnetic 

data and 6-channel seismic data (Taylor et al., 1995). In August-September 1993, the 
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Mineral Mining Agency of Japan (MMAJ) conducted a sea-floor mineral survey of the 

eastern Woodlark Basin using the R/V Hakurei Maru No. 2 (Deep Ocean Resource 

Development Co., 1995). I participated in the cruise on which magnetic and 

Hydrosweep bathymetry data were collected along north-south tracks with a spacing of 

2.5 nautical miles. The combined surveys resulted in total coverage bathymetry and 

acoustic imagery of the entire spreading system, extending from margin to margin west 

of 154 °45, and at least 50 km either side of the spreading system east of this. In 

November 1995, as part of an ODP-site survey, we completed a multi-channel seismic 

survey of the region around Moresby Seamount on the R/V Maurice Ewing. 

Hydrosweep data collected along track gave improved definition of Moresby Seamount, 

and a transit track provided additional high resolution bathymetry in the eastern 

Woodlark Basin. Magnetic and gravity data were also collected along track. The 

addition of geophysical data from the National Geophysical Data Center (NGOC) 

archives, Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory (LDEO) archives, Australian Geological 

Survey Organization (AGSO) archives, digitized soundings from Royal Australian 

Navy charts, and satellite predicted bathymetry values (Smith and Sandwell, 1997) 

completed our suite of geophysical data. Compilation, processing and display of data 

utilized the "GMT" software (Wessel and Smith, 1995). 

A complete bathymetric map of the Woodlark Basin region was compiled using 

swath bathymetry, wide beam profiler data, and digitized soundings. Where data 

remained sparse, satellite predicted bathymetry values were added (Smith and 

Sand well, 1997). The data were initially median filtered and gridded at 0.01 degrees in 
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latitude and longitude. The higher resolution data, gridded at 0.002 degrees, was 

integrated with this data set. The final stage involved the addition of USGS 30 arc-

second topographic data. 

Initial processing of the HAW AU-MR 1 acoustic imagery was carried out by the 

Hawaii Mapping Research Group (HMRG). In addition, we removed erroneous values 

at the nadir and used asymmetric filtering to extrapolate across the resulting data gap. 
I 

The final product was a 0.001 degree grid. The HAWAII-MRI data were merged with 

Hydrosweep amplitude data, also gridded at 0.001 degrees, from the eastern Woodlark 

Basin. 

Magnetic data from all the available surveys were cross-over corrected using 

both corrections to navigation and DC-shifts in the data. The subsequent magnetic 

anomaly map, median filtered and gridded at 0.0 l degrees was re-sampled to 0.002 

degrees and inverted with the gridded bathymetry to derive a magnetization solution for 

the sea-floor following the technique of Macdonald et al. ( 1980), and assuming a I km 

thick source layer which conforms to the sea-floor. 

Gravity data from all available surveys were cross-over corrected, adjusted, 

filtered and gridded in a similar way to the magnetic data. Using the bathymetry, a grid 

of Bouguer anomaly and isostatic anomaly maps were calculated for a variety of 

density contrasts using the method of Parker ( 1972). A detailed description of gravity 

processing and manipulation can be found in Martinez et al. ( 1998). 
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Morphology of the Wood/ark Basin 

The Woodlark Basin spreading system is divided into thirteen individual 

segments on the basis of bathymetry (Figure 2.3) and acoustic imagery (Figure 2.4). 

The area to the west of Moresby Transform, referred to as the western Woodlark 

Basin, contains four spreading segments. Overlapping segments 1 a, lb and le (Figure 

2.5) are defined on the basis of HAWAII-MRI acoustic imagery and bathymetry. 

Segment la is dominated by two volcanic centers. The westernmost of these, a low 

relief caldera, represents the furthest west extrusive expression of the spreading system. 

Segments 1 b and l c are associated with a concentration of volcanic cones along the 

neovolcanic zone. Prior to the spreading center reorientation at 80 Ka (Goodliffe et al., 

1997), a single segment was in the place of segments lb and le, as inferred by a 

continuous Brunhes chron boundary and parallel conjugate continental faults on either 

side. Segment 1 a probably formed about the time of the reorientation. Segment 2 

(Figure 2.6) is bounded to the west by a non-transform offset with segment le and to 

the east by Moresby Transform. The active spreading center, defined on the basis of a 

distinct rifted high with high acoustic backscatter, forms one segment with a minor kink 

halfway along its length. The spreading segment sharply cross cuts the majority of 

oceanic lithosphere formed during the Brunhes chron. Goodliffe et al. ( 1997) showed 

that the cross-cutting relationship is due to an extremely rapid reorientation at 80 Ka. 

The abyssal hill fabric of the western Woodlark Basin, typically 100-200 min height, 

shows evidence of numerous small changes in the trend of the spreading segments. Off

axis volcanism is evident from seamounts to the south of the active segment 2 spreading 
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Figure 2.3. Bathymetry of the Woodlark Basin showing the active spreading 
center and other tectonic features. N is Normanby Island; W is Woocllark Island; 
Mis Misima Island; R is Rossel Island; MS is Moresby Seamount; MT is 
Moresby transform; ST is Simbo Transform. Spreading segments are labeled at 
the bottom of the figure, with the corresponding lines representing their 
longitudinal extent. 
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Figure 2.4 . Acoustic imagery of the Woodlark Basin . Higher amplitude returns 
are darker. West of 154°75'E, data are from the HAWAII-MR I sidescan 
system. East of 154"75'E, data are from Hydrosweep beam amplitudes. 
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Figure 2.5. Detailed bathymetry of segment one. Refer to Figure 2.3 for key and 
color scale . 
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Figure 2.6. Detailed bathymetry of segment two. Refer to Figure 2.3 for key and 
color scale. 
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center. High acoustic backscatter data suggest that two of these seamounts may have 

been active recently (Figure 2.4). The region near the intersection of segments le and 2 

(Figure 2.6) is the site of at least two continental slivers that have been rafted from the 

continental margin. 

In the eastern Woodlark Basin the spreading center was divided into three main 

segments between Moresby Transform and Simbo Transform prior to 80 ka. The post 

80 ka neovolcanic zone can be further subdivided on the basis of morphology (the low 

dynamic range Hydrosweep amplitude data only coarsely resolve the active spreading 

center). Within this region the spreading center is found within a deep valley (Figures 

2.7 and 2.8). The boundary between segments 3a and 3b, and 4c and 4d are non

transform. Transforms are not well developed for any of the other boundaries. A sharp 

fracture zone boundary is seen between segments 3b and 4a. The segment of the 

fracture zone to the north and south of the spreading center are offset in an east-west 

sense. Between segments 4e and 5 there is a short relay spreading center linked by 

poorly defined transform faults. Prior to 0.8 Ma this boundary was an eastward directed 

propagator that was active since at least 2.5 Ma. The curvilinear outer pseudofault in 

the south is in contrast to the inner pseudofault, which comprises a series of discrete 

regions of rotated and sheared oceanic lithosphere. The abyssal hill fabric of the eastern 

Woodlark Basin is robust, with relief of 200-400 m. Close to the western end of 

segment 3, the abyssal hill fabric curves in slightly towards the spreading center. Off

axis volcanism is less evident than in the western Woodlark Basin. We identify one 
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Figure 2.7 . Detailed bathymetry of segment three. Refer to Figure 2.3 for key 
and color scale. 
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Figure 2.8. Detailed bathymetry of segments four and five. Refer to Figure 2.3 
for key and color scale. 
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major seamount at 155°45'E, 9°50'S. High amplitude reflections in the Hydrosweep 

data suggest that it has been recently active (Figure 2.8). 

To the east of Simbo transform the sea-floor fabric is complex, showing 

evidence of multiple propagation events. This region appears to have undergone 

rotation as the oceanic lithosphere enters the San-Cristobal trench, resulting in magnetic 

and bathymetric fabric that is not co-polar to the relative opening pole for the rest of the 

basin. The lack of a linear region of high amplitude in the Hydrosweep backscatter data 

for this region indicates that there is no active neo-volcanic zone in this area. Together 

with the northward progression of sea-floor ages, this confirms that the spreading center 

has been subducted, as originally inferred by Crook and Taylor (1994) 

Age of the Wood/ark Basin 

We adopt the revised geomagnetic polarity timescale of Cande and Kent (1995). 

Results of the sea-floor magnetization inversion are presented in Figure 2.9, and 

interpreted in Figure 2.10. 

In the western Woodlark Basin, the oldest magnetic chron identified is 2n ( l. 77-

1.95 Ma) . The oceanic lithosphere of segment l was formed during the Brunhes chron. 

Ambiguity does exist in the age of the outer boundary of the Brunhes oceanic 

lithosphere, as it is unclear if this is a true COB or a magnetic isochron. Segment 2 has 

a complex history. The outer boundary of lithosphere formed during the Brunhes chron 

is complicated by an intersecting Jaramillo chron (lr.1 n; 0.99-1.07 Ma) created by a 
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Figure 2 .9. Sea-floor magnetization in the Woodlark Basin and tectonic 
features . Along track magnetization is overlain, plotted with positive to the east. 
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Figure 2.10. Interpreted magnetization lineations . Normal polarity 
magnetization chrons are labeled following the convention of Cande and Kent 
( 1995) , except for chron Ir. l (Jaramillo) which is labeled as J. 
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spreading center jump of the eastern sub-segment just after the Jaramillo chron. In 

contrast, chron 2n is well defined at the edge of the oceanic lithosphere. 

Between Moresby and Simbo transforms we identify the oldest oceanic 

lithosphere as formed during chron 2Ar (3.58-4.18 Ma). A persistent discontinuity in 

segment 3 offsets the edge of the Brunhes chron and the Jaramillo chron to the north. 

The southern Jaramillo chron may also be slightly offset but there are insufficient data 

from crossing tracks toward the eastern end of segment 3 to define this. Both chron 2n 

are on the northern side of the neovolcanic zone; there is no chron 2n in the south. 

Chron 2An (2.581-3.58 Ma) is clearly seen in the north of segment 3 and can be picked 

from magnetization wiggles in the south. Both northern chron 2n, which splits to the 

east, and 2An are less well defined at the eastern end of the segment. The asymmetry of 

the widths of chrons 2n and 2An between the north and south indicates that the 

spreading center jumped a short distance to the south numerous times during this 

period. The Brunhes chron through chron 2r ( 1.95-2.581 Ma) are well developed and 

symmetric in segment 4, as is also true for segment 5. The transfer of lithosphere from 

the southern plate to the northern plate by the eastward propagating segment 4 is 

responsible for missing magnetics lineations. East of Simbo Transform, the oldest 

magnetic chron identified is 3r (5 .23-5.89 Ma). 

The Continent/Ocean Boundary (COB) 

High resolution bathymetry and magnetization data are only available over the 

COB for the western Woodlark Basin and the furthest west part of the eastern 

Woodlark Basin (Figure 2.3). We define the COB based on a combination of 
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· bathymetry, seismic imagery and magnetization. The position of the COB was also 

refined on the basis of reconstructions of the spreading history. 

In segment l and the eastern half of segment 2, magnetization lineations, 

abyssal hill fabric, the COB and rift structures in the margin are all parallel (Figures 

2.3, 2.5, 2.6, 2.9, and 2.10). The continental margin gradually deepens toward the COB, 

eventually reaching the depth of oceanic lithosphere, where the continent-ocean 

transition takes place. Magnetization lineations in the continental margin are 

structurally controlled, suggesting they are the result of intrusions and volcanism 

similar to those interpreted within rift-spreading transitions in continental (Whitmarsh 

and Miles, 1995; Manighetti et al., 1997) and backarc (Martinez et al., 1995) terranes . 

Between segment l and the eastern half of segment 2 (Figures 2.3, 2.6, 2.9, and 

2.10) , magnetic isochrons and abyssal hill fabric intersect the COB at a low angle. Rift 

structures in the margin are sub-parallel to the COB. The non-isochronous COB 

indicates that the margin formed by propagation into the margin, whereas in the 

previous example, oceanic spreading initiated by nucleation. 

The COB of the western half of segment 3 is a sharp non-isochronous boundary. 

Magnetization lineations intersect this boundary at a high angle (Figures 2.9 and 2.10), 

as do rift structures in the continental margin (Figures 2.3 and 2.8). Conjugate fault 

systems in the continental lithosphere on either side of the oceanic lithosphere are not 

observed. The COB, formed by propagation of sea-floor spreading into the continental 

margin, is marked by an abrupt increase in depth from continental to oceanic 
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lithosphere. This is in contrast to the more gradual deepening seen in segments 1 and 2 

(Figures 2.3, 2.5, and 2.6). 

The remaining COB in the eastern Woodlark Basin is poorly surveyed. The 

boundary is picked on the basis of sparse survey lines with bathymetry, magnetic and 

seismic data (Taylor, 1987). These picks were further refined by the results of the 

spreading history reconstructions described later in this paper. 

Morphology of the Continental Margins 

The continental margins of the western Woodlark Basin show numerous tilted 

fault blocks and rift graben in both the Woodlark Rise and the Pocklington Rise. We 

see both high and low angle normal faults in the margins (Figure 2.11). At least one of 

the rifts, at l 52°45'E, 9°55'S (Figure 2.3), proceeded to oceanic spreading before 

eventually failing. The margins adjacent to an isochronous COB show conjugate fault 

systems and progressive crustal thinning toward oceanic lithosphere on either side of 

the basin (Figure 2.12). The margins of the western end of segment l have well 

developed asymmetry, where large tilted fault block on the southern margin are in 

contrast to a relatively undeformed northern margin (Figures 2.3 and 2.5). Taylor et al. 

(1995) and Abers et al. (1997) proposed that this region has extended by simple shear, 

with extension currently focused on a seismically active low angle detachment dipping 

north from Moresby Seamount. The Woodlark and Pocklington rises progressively 

narrow and deepen to the east, though abruptly between 154°20'E and 154°40'E (Figure 

2.3). 
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Figure 2.11. Examples of low and high angle normal faults in the continental 
margins of the Woodlark Basin . a) A low angle fault dipping north from 
Moresby Seamount. b) Southeast of Moresby transform, tilted continental 
blocks are bound by high angle normal faults. 
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Figure 2.12. Down stepping lilted normal fault bounded blocks on the conjugate 
rnarg ins of segment two at I 53"42'E. 
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Relative Pole of Opening 

The abyssal hill fabric in the Woodlark Basin, especially that of segment 2 

(Figures 2.3 and 2.6), and the relative separation of magnetization chrons on the sea

floor (Figures 2.9 and 2.10) show that there have been numerous local adjustments in 

the location of the spreading segments. The fracture zones defined in the high 

resolution bathymetry in the Woodlark Basin, particularly between segments 3b and 4a 

(Figure 2.3), do not show major changes in trend (except for their most recent history) 

since at least chron 2n. Sea-floor fabric and magnetization chrons are seen to be co

polar from 80 Ka to at least 3.5 Ma. This evidence shows that the majority of the 

opening history of the Woodlark Basin can be modeled using one relative pole of 

opening. The exception to this is illustrated by the longitudinal offsets of the fracture 

zones between segments 2/3, 3/4 and 4/5 during the Brunhes chron (Figure 2.3), 

showing that the pole of opening has recently changed. We propose that this change is 

the cause of the spreading center reorientation at 80 Ka (Goodliffe et al., 1997). This 

spreading center reorientation is seen throughout the basin, unlike previous adjustments 

which were confined to individual segments. Smaller, local reorientations of the 

spreading center, such as suggested by the older fabric in segment 2, occur without a 

change in the relative pole of opening, which would be reflected by changes in trend of 

fracture zone traces. 

Determination of the pole of opening comes primarily from the orientation of 

fracture zones and transform faults, which directly record plate motion in the form of 
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·small circles about a pole of opening. Estimating the pole based on spreading center and 

abyssal hill fabric azimuth ignores potential spreading center obliquity. Atwater and 

Macdonald ( 1977) showed that in the case of intermediate rate spreading centers, the 

abyssal hill fabric was as often oblique as perpendicular to fracture zones. The fracture 

zones in the Woodlark Basin are longitudinally offset by a recent change in relative 

pole of opening. Realigning the fracture zone in accordance with abyssal hill fabric will 

allow us to estimate this most recent pole of opening. The resulting reconstructed 

fracture zone will then allow us to determine the previous pole of opening. 

Since the 80 Ka spreading center reorientation there has been very little fabric 

formed on the new spreading center. The majority of spreading center offsets are non

transform, and where there are transforms the traces of the deformation zones are 

poorly defined and short. The azimuth of a transform, in the absence of recognizable 

curvature only serves to provide an orthogonal azimuth toward the pole of opening. The 

intersection of several such azimuths, and/or spreading rate information, is needed to 

determine the distance to the pole of opening. A primary constraint on the location of 

the present pole of opening is the longitudinal offset of the fracture zones to the north 

and south of the neo-volcanic zone. Between segments 2, 3 and 4, well defined fracture 

zone traces are present (Figure 2.3). The north and south sections of the sharp fracture 

zone between segment 3b and 4a have a longitudinal offset of 8.5 km caused by 

opening since the change in pole of relative motion. By superimposing small circles for 

a range of poles of opening on plots of the offset fracture zones, we can find the pole 

that best removes this offset. As this short line segment has no recognizable curvature 
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we cannot estimate the distance to the pole of opening very accurately. To further refine 

our estimate of the pole of opening we took into consideration the neotectonics of the 

region (Taylor et al., 1995; Abers et al., 1997; Trejoning et al., 1998). To this end, we 

find that a relative pole of opening at 144°E, 12°S, provides a good reconstruction of 

the fracture zones, remains within the error ellipse of the GPS derived pole and does 

not require compression where extensional seismicity is observed in the Papuan 

Peninsula. Directly using the GPS derived relative pole of opening (Tregoning et al., 

1998) cannot correctly remove the fracture zone offset. Using our chosen pole of 

opening and the average spreading rate for the Brunhes chron, the small circle segment 

derived to join the tips of the offset fracture zones represents 0.5 Ma of spreading. We 

propose that the spreading center reorientation lagged behind the change in pole of 

opening by 0.42 Ma. 

With motion for the last 0.5 Myr removed, we can estimate the pole of opening 

for the period before 0.5 Ma using both azimuth and curvature of the fracture zones, as 

well as variations in spreading rates. We constructed whole basin polar stereographic 

plots of the bathymetry for a range of different poles of opening. By superimposing 

small circle paths for a variety of poles on these plots and matching these to the fracture 

zones we can estimate the pole of opening. These estimates were refined using detailed 

plots of the fracture zones. Additionally, synthetic isochrons were created for a range of 

poles opening to ensure that the reduction in spreading rates seen in the basin to the 

west was matched by that predicted by the pole of opening. Using these methods we 

found that the small circles of a relative pole of opening at 148°E, 9°18'S provided an 
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excellent match to the fracture zone traces. A qualitative examination of the fits 

provided by an assortment of poles of opening suggests that the potential error ellipse is 

elongated in the east-west direction. The ellipse extends ±0.3° about the pole in the 

north-south direction , 0.5° to the east, and 2° to the west. We propose that this is the 

pole of opening for the basin prior to 0.5 Ma. Small circles and great circles for a 

variety of poles, overlain on sea-floor reconstructed to 0.5 Ma, are presented in 

Appendix A. 

Reconstructing the Spreading History of the Wood/ark Basin 

To closely examine the growth of the Woodlark Basin we have used the 

magnetization and sea-floor texture to develop evolutionary models. This is the first 

time that there has been sufficient data to model the evolution of an entire ocean basin 

in detail. We depart from the traditional method of developing a schematic evolutionary 

forward model (e.g. , Hey et al., 1995), and instead fully reconstruct the growth using 

the actual bathymetry and magnetization. 

Method 

The method that we developed to reconstruct the Woodlark Basin spreading 

history is based on the principles of Wilson ( 1990). Wilson built synthetic sea-floor 

isochrons on the basis of a set of spreading parameters. The result is compared to actual 

sea-floor texture and magnetic lineations, and the model refined until a sea-floor 

spreading history that fits the model is derived. Our code, which is a set of algorithms 
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making extensive use of the software package "GMT" (Wessel and Smith, 1995) 

produces isochrons in a similar way . Additionally, a particular isochron can be used as 

a basis to remove bathymetry and magnetic data younger than that age. Using an 

isochron and the pole of opening derived for sea-floor enclosed by it, we can 

reconstruct the sea-floor to its appearance at that time by removing the motion derived 

for each bathymetry and magnetization data point. Using this process iteratively for a 

range of ages, we can reconstruct and examine the sea-floor fabric as it looked at 

selected points in the evolution of the basin. 

The first step in our reconstruction is to create synthetic sea-floor isochrons to 

test our models for the evolution of the Woodlark Basin. Synthetic spreading segments 

are defined on the basis of end points or a series of points. Curvature and rate of 

propagation for each end of the segment are also defined. A single model can contain 

an unlimited number of segments with parameters for each defined separately. Once 

done, the spreading segments are re-projected to a coordinate system with the relative 

pole of opening for the basin at the pole of the projection. This reduces motion about 

the pole of opening to purely longitudinal motion. A best fit spreading rate for all 

conjugate pairs is then converted to an angular rate of motion around the pole of 

opening. lsochrons are created by moving the spreading segments longitudinally in both 

the positive and negative directions through the required angular distance for a given 

period of time. Isochrons can be created for a series of ages, and then re-projected to 

the geographic coordinate system for comparison with sea-floor texture and 

magnetization. 
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How data is treated in zones between overlapping spreading centers deserves 

special mention. We subject points within the overlap zone to distributed shear, 

imparting an apparent rotation. For overlapping spreading centers, the total spreading is 

distributed so as to decrease on one segment as it increases on the other (Hey et al., 

1980). In overlap zones, spreading acts to move the spreading axes apart. A new 

position of the spreading center is calculated between steps. Such a system is not steady 

state, and in time will develop transform zones (Macdonald et al., 1984 ). The option is 

provided to maintain the original spreading center configuration, giving effective 

spreading center jumps between time steps. 

Once a spreading history has been derived, an isochron for a digitized spreading 

center can be created as described above. Plotting the isochrons on interpreted 

magnetization allowed for refinement of spreading rates by comparison with points of 

known age on the sea-floor. The isochron and the data (bathymetry or magnetization) 

are re-projected relative to the pole of opening as described above. Data within the 

isochron are removed, and the remaining points are moved through an angular distance 

to remove the required motion. Data within overlap zones are treated as described 

above. The final step is re-projection of the data points back into geographic 

coordinates. Repeating this iteratively we can reconstruct the motion of all data points. 

Spreading center jumps and propagation can be built into the reconstruction by 

adjusting the location of the spreading center between steps. 

The C-shell and FORTRAN code used to carry out this study are presented in 

Appendix B. 
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· Opening Rates 

The detailed magnetization and bathymetry databases that we have compiled for 

the Woodlark Basin (Figures 2.9 and 2.10) make possible an accurate estimation of 

opening rates for oceanic lithosphere as old as chron 2An (2.58-3 .58 Ma), the oldest 

positive magnetization chron identified west of Simbo transform. Chron 3r (5 .23-5 .89 

Ma) is identified east of Simbo transform, but subduction of the northern conjugate 

lithosphere does not allow accurate reconstructions. By fitting synthetic isochrons to 

maps of interpreted magnetization, we can estimate angular opening rates for specific 

ages (using the magnetic time scale of Cande and Kent ( 1995)). Between 0-0.5 Ma we 

estimate that the Woodlark Basin was opening at 2.54 degrees/Ma about a pole of 

opening at 144°E, l2°S. Prior to 0.5 Ma, opening is best fit by a rate of 4.743 

degrees/Ma about a pole of opening at 148°E, 9°18'S. 

As is always the case with estimating spreading rates from magnetic chrons, 

they are averages between points in the magnetic time scale. Recent GPS measurements 

(Tregoning et al., 1998.) have suggested that Misima and Woodlark islands are moving 

apart at approximately 26.4 km/Ma. Our estimate of the average rate for the Brunhes 

chron (0-0.78 Ma) in this location is 44.5 km/Ma, or 69% faster than the GPS derived 

rate. The right-lateral strike slip fault that separates the Solomon Sea and Woodlark 

Rise may continue to the south of Woodlark Island (Figure 2.3), resulting in the motion 

between Woodlark and Misima islands being slower than that due to spreading on the 

Woodlark spreading center. Larson et al. ( 1997) in a comparison of plate motion 

models and GPS measurements showed that angular velocities derived from .OPS data 
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agree with the no net rotation (NNR) NUVEL-1 A model within the 95% confidence 

limits except for the Pacific plate. If sea-floor spreading had been proceeding at the 

GPS derived rate of 26.4 km/Ma since 0.5 Ma, the time that we estimate that the pole of 

opening changed, the spreading rate between 0.5 and 0.78 Ma would have to be 75 

km/Ma to give the average Brunhes rate. This is much faster than previous (0.78-1.95 

Ma) rates at this locale, and is therefore unlikely. Our reconstructions of sea-floor 

spreading use average spreading rates as measured from the identified magnetic chrons. 

Geological History of the Wood/ark Basin 

Using the data and methodology presented above, we have constructed a 

geological history of the Woodlark Basin (Figure 2.13). Our geological history is only 

for the region of the Woodlark Basin west of Simbo Transform. The region to the east 

of Simbo Transform has been influenced by subduction into the San Cristobal trench, 

locally modifying the relative pole of opening. This has resulted in sea-floor and 

magnetization fabric that are not co-polar with that to the west. 

Pre 4 Ma 

Prior to 4 Ma, oceanic lithosphere had not been generated west of Simbo 

transform. There is no reliable information on the location of the relative pole of 

opening at this time. Thus we cannot estimate continental extension throughout the 

region. We predict that the margins at the latitude of segments 3, 4 and 5 had 

undergone extensive stretching, and at least in the east of this region, were close to the 
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Figure 2.13. Snapshots of the evolution of the Woodlark Basin at selected times. 
Magnetization is shown, illuminated from the north with sea-floor fabric. 
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point of spreading initiation. East of Simbo transform, oceanic spreading had been 

taking place since about 6 Ma. 

4.0-3 Ma 

The oldest positive magnetization lineation that we can identify west of Simbo 

transform is from chron 2A.3n (3.33-3.58 Ma). Our reconstructions suggest that older, 

negatively magnetized oceanic lithosphere does exist, but is of limited extent. We 

propose that spreading initiated in an isolated continental rift that stretches from Simbo 

Transform to 155°E. The continental margin has poor data coverage, but can be picked 

from a series of basin crossing seismic lines (Tay !or, 1987). It is difficult to determine 

if the COB is isochronous, but it is at least at a very low angle to the oceanic isochrons. 

During chron 2A, the spreading center west of 155° l O'E was abandoned, and spreading 

initiated in a continental rift further south,. This left a small, and poorly defined 

embayment in the northern margin. Shortly afterwards, a transform formed at 155° lO'E 

between the two offset spreading segments. 

Bathymetric fabric and magnetic lineations generated during this period appear 

co-polar with younger sea-floor lineations. This suggests that the pole of opening at 

148°E, 9°33'S was active at this time and implies that continental lithosphere east of 

148°E was undergoing continental rifting. 
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3.0-2.5 Ma 

Spreading on segment 3 was undergoing propagation to the west at 

approximately 33 km/Ma, cross-cutting pre-existing rift structures in the continental 

margin. The presence of a greater width of chron 2A lithosphere to the north suggests 

asymmetric spreading at this time, possible characterized by a series of small southward 

jumps in the location of the spreading center. Towards the end of this period a new 

spreading segment nucleated from the transform at 155° lO'E and began to propagate 

east to form what is now segment 4. 

2.5-2.0 Ma 

Segments 3 and 4 continued to propagate to the west into continental lithosphere 

and to the east into oceanic lithosphere respectively. The outer pseudofault of the 

eastward propagating segment 4 is smooth and curvilinear, implying continuous 

propagation to the east. In contrast, the inner pseudofault comprises a series of zones of 

rotated sea-floor fabric. This is evidence of periodic failure of segment 5 rather than 

continuous failure at the same rate that segment 4 propagated. Inward curvature of 

abyssal hill fabric and magnetic isochrons at the western tip of segment 3, in the 

absence of an overlapping spreading center to the west, shows that there was a period 

where the total opening was shared between continental extension and sea-floor 

spreading. 
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To the west of Moresby Transform, continental rifting localized to a rift offset 

to the south of the segment 3 locus of spreading. The tips of these two localized regions 

of extension were beginning to overlap. 

2.0-1.5 Ma 

By chron 2n ( 1.95-1.77 Ma) oceanic spreading on segment 2 nucleated in the 

center of a 120 km segment of continental rift that overlapped at its eastern end with 

segment 3. The possibility of continued continental extension along the margins of 

segment 2 makes determination of the exact time of nucleation uncertain. After 

nucleation, segment 2 began to propagate slowly to the west along pre-existing 

continental rift structures. Between segments 2 and 3, the intervening continental 

lithosphere was subjected to distributed shear deformation and clockwise rotation. The 

northeast-southwest trending fabric seen in the continental margin at the southeast 

corner of segment 2 is a result of this. 

Oceanic spreading on segment 3 was still asymmetric, as demonstrated by the 

greater width of chron 2n lithosphere to the north of the neovolcanic zone than to the 

south. At the end of chron 2n segment 3 stopped propagating to the west and jumped 

slightly south. Eastward propagation of segment 4 continued, together with stepwise 

failure of segment 5. 

1.5-1.0 Ma 

At approximately 1.5 Ma, the segment 2 spreading center jumped a short 

distance to the north within oceanic lithosphere and spreading ended on the easternmost 
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20 km as a transform fault cut through the intervening continental lithosphere to join 

spreading segments 2 and 3. This is the modern Moresby Transform. Segment 2 

continued to reorient periodically, rotating a few degrees clockwise in total, and 

continuing its general westward propagation into continental lithosphere. 

At the western tip of segment 3, the net extension continued to be shared 

between sea-floor spreading and some continental rifting, resulting in inwardly curved 

abyssal hill fabric . Eastward propagation of segment 4 and stepwise failure of segment 

5 continued. 

1.0-0.75 Ma 

Between the Jaramillo chron (1 r. l n; 0.99-1.07 Ma) and the Brunhes chron (1 n; 

0-0.78 Ma), a spreading segment south of Woodlark Island nucleated. This segment, 

floored by a series of small volcanic cones and negatively magnetized oceanic 

lithosphere, failed before the start of the Brunhes chron. At about the same time, 

spreading segment 2 reoriented slightly, pivoting a few degrees anti-clockwise about a 

point close to its western end. A small offset developed about halfway along the length 

of the newly oriented segment, possibly inherited from pre-existing morphology. · 

At the western tip of segment 3, net extension continued to be partitioned 

between oceanic spreading and continental rifting. Just before the start of the Brunhes 

chron, eastward propagation of segment 4 stopped. Segment 5 rapidly retreated about 

40 km to the east, reducing the overlap with segment 4 to zero and resulting in the 

transfer of the sheared and rotated fabric from the overlap zone to the northern plate. 
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0. 75-0.50 Ma 

At approximately 0.7 Ma spreading segment 1 nucleated in an isolated 

continental basin offset to the north and west of the western tip of segment 2. The 

spreading center nucleated almost synchronously along a 100 km continental rift basin 

in a very similar way to segment 2. The eastern and western tip of segments 1 and 2 

respectively propagated about 30 km towards and past each other into overlapping 

continental rifts, on either side of a sliver of continental lithosphere. Trapped in the 

overlap zone, the sliver was subjected to distributed shear, resulting in an overall anti

clockwise rotation. At the western tip of segment 3, rifting on the margins had stopped 

and all extension became focused at the spreading center. Segments 4 and 5 were 

spreading normally. 

0.5-0.25 Ma 

At approximately 0.5 Ma, the pole of opening of the Woodlark Basin moved 

south west from 148°E, 9°18'S to 144°E, 12°S. We see no evidence for a gradual 

migration of the pole. The transform zones began to undergo transtension, resulting in 

the north and south continuations of the fracture zones becoming offset in an east-west 

sense. The overlap between segments 1 and 2 increased relative to the pole of opening. 

Between segments 4 and 5, a short spreading segment formed a relay zone in the 

growing transform valley. 
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0.25 Ma-Present Day 

A detailed inspection of all the neovolcanic zones in the Woodlark Basin 

showed that the spreading system reoriented at about 80 Ka (Goodliffe et al., 1997). All 

spreading centers reoriented anti-clockwise and, with the exception of segments 2 and 

5, subdivided into shorter segments. Presently, all active segments with the possible 

exception of segment 5 contain distinct reoriented fabric. Segments l through 3a show 

a sharp contact between pre- and post-reorientation fabric. The truncation of pre

reorientation abyssal hill fabric in the case of segments 3b though 4e implies that rifted 

oceanic lithosphere is present around the new neovolcanic zone. In all cases, the 

reorientation reduced transform offsets or overlap between spreading segments. During 

this period, segment la formed to the northeast of Moresby Seamount. 

Discussion 

Our detailed study of the growth of oceanic lithosphere in the Woodlark Basin 

allows us to propose answers to a number of questions concerning ocean basin 

evolution. In the following section we discuss these problems, and how our 

reconstruction of the Woodlark Basin spreading history can solve them. 

Continental Extension Prior to Spreading Center Initiation 

In continental lithosphere, extension is often distributed, but must become more 

focused before oceanic spreading commences (McKenzie, 1986). Initiation of rifting on 

segment 2 involved the development of a deep rift basin prior to the initiation of 
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spreading. The margins of the western Woodlark Basin show numerous deep rift basins 

(Figure 2.3). These probably represent regions of focused continental extension that did 

not continue to oceanic spreading. We propose that when distributed deformation 

becomes focused along a rift, the rift formed may continue to oceanic spreading, but 

may also fail, leading to the resumption of distributed extension, or focusing on another 

rift. 

Calculation of the total amount of extension that different regions in the 

Woodlark Basin have undergone requires an estimation of the pole of opening. 

Evidence presented above showed that two well defined relative poles of opening 

describe oceanic lithosphere formed since at least 4 Ma. East of Simbo transform, 

where we see oceanic lithosphere as old as 6 Ma (Taylor, 1987), there is evidence for 

recent subduction related rotation but no evidence for other changes in the relative pole 

of opening. Using these two poles, and the width of the oceanic lithosphere formed as a 

function of longitude, we can estimate the total amount of continental extension prior to 

the initiation of oceanic spreading (Figure 2.14). Since 6 Ma, the net amount of 

extension across the Woodlark Basin increases from 190 km at Moresby Seamount to 

440 km at Simbo transform. These values are of course shared between continental 

extension and oceanic spreading east of Moresby Seamount. Sloped steps in the amount 

of oceanic lithosphere generated on either side of Moresby Transform and the boundary 

between segments 1 and 2 show that overall, sea-floor spreading propagated 

periodically to the west. In detail, we also see that the amount of continental extension 

preceding the initiation of sea-floor spreading is greater west of Moresby Transform 
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Figure. 2.14. Extension in the Woodlark basin as a function of longitude. The 
thin lines show the extension predicted for l Ma to 6 Ma using the two poles 
derived for the opening of the Woodlark basin. The gray region represents the 
total width of oceanic lithosphere generated as a function of longitude. 
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than to the east. Assuming that the region has been in extension for 6 Ma and has been 

opening about the poles defined above, we see that east of Moresby Transform sea

floor spreading initiated at between 150 km and 175 km of continental extension (at the 

western and eastern extremes of the region respectively). Making the same assumptions, 

the amount of continental extension preceding sea-floor spreading increases to between 

195 km and 215 km (again at the western and eastern extremes of the region 

respectively) for segments 1 and 2. A greater initial thickness of continental lithosphere 

west of Moresby Transform could explain the need for more continental extension prior 

to the initiation of spreading west of Moresby Transform (Martinez et al., 1998). The 

amounts of continental extension that we see prior to spreading are comparable to those 

found by Cochran ( 1981 ). 

Initiation of Oceanic Spreading 

High resolution imagery of the continental margins in the western Woodlark 

Basin combined with reconstructions of spreading history have identified two examples 

of spreading center initiation in a continental rifting environment (Figure 2.15). 

The rapid (faster than can be resolved) nucleation of a spreading segment in a 

distinct continental rift basin is evident in segment 2 (Figure 2.15). Prior to nucleation, 

continental rifting had focused on a deep rift basin with symmetric conjugate margins 

approximately 120 km in length. During chron 2n ( l.77-1.95 Ma) oceanic spreading 

started. This is in contrast to the chron 2An timing proposed by Benes et al. ( 1994a) 

that is based on a magnetic anomaly that we interpret to be within continental 
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Figure 2.15. Segment two and the western end of segment three reconstructed to 
1.6 Ma. Magnetization is superimposed on sea-floor fabric illuminated from the 
north. Segment two, on the left, is an example of a rapidly nucleated spreading 
center. Abyssal hill fabric , magnetic isochrons, the COB and structures in the 
margin are all parallel. In contrast, in segment 3 on the right, abyssal hill fabric 
and magnetic isochrons intersect the COB at an angle. Structures in the 
continental margin are al.so cut by the COB. In this case, the spreading center 
has propagated into the continental margin. 
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lithosphere. Slow propagation along an azimuth sub-parallel to structures in the 

continental margin extended the segment a further 100 km to the west over the next 0.3 

Myr. Rapid nucleation of a spreading segment is also inferred for the short lived 

spreading segment south of Woodlark Island, and for segment l. The final stage of 

propagation of segments 1 and 2 involved very rapid propagation of the spreading 

centers towards and past each other. The low-resolution geophysical data for the 

margins of the eastern Woodlark Basin leave open the possibility that similar 

mechanisms of spreading center initiation could have existed, at least east of 154°20'E. 

Between 154° lO'E and 154°30'E, the COB is at a high angle to the sea-floor 

isochrons and fabric (Figure 2.15). This margin is formed by slow propagation of sea

floor spreading into continental lithosphere. Unlike the two examples given above, the 

COB is highly oblique to structures in the margin. The COB is marked by an abrupt 

increase in depth from continental to oceanic lithosphere. This is in contrast to the 

continental margins of the western Woodlark Basin, which are characterized by a 

gradual increase in depth to the COB. The contrast between types of COB is discussed 

in more detail by in the next chapter. 

In addition to directly examining the margins, Figure 2.14 is an important tool 

for looking at how sea-floor spreading initiates. If the gradient of a segment of the 

outline of oceanic lithosphere is very close to parallel with the closest age line, this 

implies sea-floor spreading initiated in an extremely short time. An oblique angle 

indicates propagation. 
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Are Continental Rifting and Oceanic Spreading Exclusive Modes of Extension? 

Our reconstructions of the Woodlark Basin spreading history show that a 

fundamental part of the propagation of a spreading center into continental lithosphere is 

the nucleation of spreading centers in rift basins where continental extension has 

become focused. Our interpretation that these rift basins commonly develop in an 

overlapping configuration with established spreading centers is direct evidence that 

total extension can be shared between continental stretching and oceanic spreading. 

Extensional and strike slip earthquakes continuing in the margins east of the spreading 

tip at 151°40'E (Taylor et al., 1995; Abers et al., 1997) provides further support of this 

theory (Figure 2. l 6a). Taylor et al. ( 1995) proposed, from an examination of the 

location of earthquakes in the margins that continental rifting continues on the margins 

for up to l Ma after the initiation of oceanic spreading. 

Taylor et al. ( 1995) also proposed that additional evidence for contemporaneous 

continental extension and sea-floor spreading is the curvature of abyssal hill fabric 

towards the neovolcanic zone at the western end of segment 3 (Figure 2.16b). Our 

reconstructions, which account for propagation, do not take into account continental 

extension occurring contemporaneously with oceanic spreading. Attempting a 

reconstruction of the western end of segment 3 results in a misfit of the margins. We 

conclude that as segment 3 propagated into the continental margin, the total extension 

across the Woodlark Basin at that point, including the margins, went from being purely 

continental to being increasingly due to sea-floor spreading. Finally, basin extension 

was exclusively by sea-floor spreading. On the sea-floor, this results in an apparent 
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Figure 2.16. Evidence of continued extension after the initiation of sea-floor 
spreading. (a) Continued seismicity in the margins indicates continental 
extension adjacent to the actively spreading segment I and the western end of 
segment two. (b) Inwardly curving isochronous abyssal hill fabric at the eastern 
enu of segment three inuicates that net extension was shared between 
continental extension and sea-floor spreading. 
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slowing of spreading rates toward the western end of segment 3. The inward curvature 

of the abyssal hill fabric is analogous to that seen on overlapping spreading centers 

(Hey et al., 1980). In the case of segment 3, continental extension is behaving as the 

overlapping spreading center and sharing the overall extension. 

When considering how long continental extension continues on the margins in 

the Woodlark Basin, we should also consider the different types of margin. Segment 3 

has propagated into the continental margin, and the curvature of the sea-floor lineations 

is diagnostic of continued continental extension once sea-floor spreading has started at a 

given longitude. We have also shown that sea-floor spreading can nucleate along the 

centers of rifts in excess of 100 km long. In this case, we will not see curvature of 

abyssal hill fabric, but instead will see slower spreading rates for a period. We also note 

that the different mechanisms involved in the two processes may result in differing 

distributions of continental extension and sea-floor spreading. 

Rift Segmentation 

In the western Woodlark Basin, the initial length of a newly nucleated spreading 

segment is on the order of 80-140 km. For segment 2, our reconstruction shows a well 

defined, deep and symmetrical continental rift approximately 120 km in length prior to 

sea-floor spreading. Spreading initiated along the length of the basin, and subsequently 

propagated more slowly to the west. Segment l nucleated along a similar length of 

continental rift. The distance between the center of segments l and 2, approximately 
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l 00 km, is in agreement with the typical segment length in the Red Sea (Bonatti, 1985) 

and the typical continental rift spacing proposed by Rosendahl ( 1987). 

The present spreading system in the Woodlark Basin has different scales of 

segmentation . Segment 2 has a small discontinuity of less than half the central graben 

width , dividing the segment into two, with mid-points separated by 75 km. Segment I 

contains two main segments with mid-points separated by about 50 km. In the eastern 
I 

Woodlark Basin, the bathymetric highs at the center of the spreading segments are 

typically separated by 35-50 km. On the East Pacific Rise (EPR) between l4°N and 

8°N, the segmentation is on the order of 150-175 km (Crane, 1985). Crane concluded 

that as spreading rates increased, so did the separation of the spreading center mid-

points. In the Woodlark Basin, we see the opposite pattern. Martinez et al. ( 1998) 

predicted differences in thermal state between the western and eastern Woodlark Basin 

that may override expected trends in spreading center characteristics. 

Evolution of Fracture/Transform Zones 

The Woodlark Basin contains three major transform faults. In the case of 

Moresby Transform, which today separates segments 2 and 3a, high resolution 

bathymetric data are available for the entire region of the fracture zone and adjacent 

continental margins. Our reconstruction of the evolution of this region (Figure 2.17) 

shows that segment 2 was an isolated continental rift just prior to the initiation of sea-

floor spreading at 1.9 Ma. Between that time and 1.5 Ma the two spreading centers 

overlapped. Northeast-southwest fabric in the margins at this location suggests that the 
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Figure 2.17. A schematic illustration of four stages in the evolution of a 
transform fault. 1) A spreading center propagating into continental lithosphere 
begins to overlap with focused continental extension. 2) A spreading center 
nucleates in the continental rift basin. Propagation of the first spreading segment 
ceases. 3) The eastern end of the new spreading segment fails, and a transform 
fault cuts through the intervening continental crust to join the two spreading 
segments. 4) Sea-floor spreading continues. 
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overlap zone was subjected to diffuse deformation. The margins show no evidence of a 

transfer fault as proposed by Lister et al. ( 1986). The zone between the two spreading 

centers appears to have been behaving much like a continental accommodation zone. At 

1.5 Ma, a spreading center jump a short distance to the north resulted in localization of 

shear stress and the development of a transform to link the two spreading centers 

through the intervening continental lithosphere. 

To fully determine the evolution of a fracture zone, detailed geophysical data 

are needed for both margins. The fracture zone of Moresby Transform intersects the 

COB in the north, but truncates in oceanic lithosphere to the south. In the case of the 

fracture zones in the eastern Woodlark Basin, it appears that they intersect the southern 

COB. However, data in the north is sparse, making determination of their evolution 

difficult until higher resolution data are collected. 

Spreading Center Jumps and Propagation 

The evolution of the Woodlark Basin shows numerous spreading center jumps 

and propagation events. The most recent spreading center reorientation, which involved 

nucleation of new spreading segments (Goodliffe et al., 1997; Figure 2.18) was a result 

of the 0.5 Ma change in pole of opening. The nucleation of the new spreading segments 

within oceanic lithosphere is very similar to the way that we see spreading centers 

nucleating in continental lithosphere. The lack of pseudofaults and a recognizable rate 

of propagation show that this type of spreading center reorientation can not be treated in 

the same manner as spreading center propagation (Hey 1977; Hey et al., 1980). Instead, 
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Figure 2.18. Line drawing of sea-floor fabric in the vicinity of the spreading 
center for (A) segment 2 and (B) segment 4. 
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we treat it as a geologically instantaneous spreading center jump, which is 

indistinguishable at this scale from extremely rapid spreading center propagation. 

With only one major change of plate motion identified for the evolution of the 

Woodlark Basin in the last 5 Myr, what causes the multiple spreading center 

reorientations? Benes et al. (l 994b) proposed on the basis of analog models that the 

position of the COB modifies the distribution of extension strain and effects the trend of 

spreading center propagation. If we view spreading center jumps as extremely rapid 

propagation events, the trend of the spreading center is hence very susceptible to the 

stress state of the continental margin. Small changes in the continental margin, 

especially considering its continued seismicity after the initiation of sea-floor spreading, 

can thus be the cause of numerous minor jumps of the spreading center. This is 

especially true in the case of segment 2. 

Minor propagation events involving small discontinuities less than the width of 

the spreading center are also common. There is one such discontinuity that propagated 

to the west as segment 3 grew. Until approximately 0.8 Ma, segment 4 was propagating 

to the east (Figure 2.19). To the south, the outer pseudofault is curvilinear, showing 

smooth and continuous propagation. To the north, where the inner pseudofault should 

be, a region of sheared and rotated oceanic lithosphere is well defined in the high 

resolution data. Bathymetric deeps even further to the northwest are suggestive of 

additional similar regions. The region of rotated and sheared fabric for which we have 

high resolution data are approximately 30 km by 30 km. Magnetization chron 2n 
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Figure 2.19. (a) Sea-floor fabric. illuminated from the north, reconstructed to its 
configuration at 1.0 Ma. Segment 4 in the west is overlapping with segment 5 in 
the east. The interpretation in (h) shows that the lithosphere in the overlap zone 
is rotated and sheared. The data partially image another similar zone to the 
north west. 
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dissects the region, which is comprised of abyssal hill fabric that is progressively more 

rotated to the west. 

Kleinrock and Hey ( 1989) proposed that in the case of a smoothly propagating 

spreading center where the doomed spreading center retreats at the same rate, a 

migrating transform zone develops that serves to transfer lithosphere from one plate to 

the other. We interpret the regions of rotated and sheared oceanic lithosphere to be a 

variance on this theme. If the propagating spreading center is advancing smoothly, but 

the doomed spreading center is periodically retreating a finite distance, there will be 

periods when the overlap between the two spreading segments increase. This leads to a 

growing migrating transform, where lithosphere enters, but is not transferred to the 

other plate. Lithosphere that has been in the overlap zone is more rotated than that 

which has just entered. Sudden cessation of spreading on a length of the doomed 

spreading can reduce the overlap to zero, transferring the contents of the overlap zone 

to the other plate. As the overlap zone grows again, the cycle is repeated. 

Note that, even though the zones of rotated lithosphere resemble microplates, 

they are not edge driven rigid microplates in the sense of Schouten et al. (1993). 

Instead, the zones have been subjected to distributed shear, as proposed by Kleinrock 

and Hey ( 1989). Furthermore, Schouten suggested that true rigid micro-plate rotation 

takes place once the overlap of the bounding spreading centers reaches a distance 

between 100 and 200 km, far in excess of the overlap between segments 4 and 5. 
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A Generalized Model of Spreading Center Initiation and Growth. 

The Woodlark Basin is the only place where there is total coverage geophysical 

data of a region that is undergoing continental extension and initial oceanic spreading. 

We see distinct stages in the birth of an ocean basin and propose that this model can be 

applied to other regions where continental rifting progresses to oceanic spreading. This 

model will also help in the interpretation of old passive margins. Our study of the 

Woodlark Basin has lead us to the following conclusions (Figure 2.20): 

l) Continental extension is initially diffuse over a large region, with the rate of 

extension increasing away from the pole of opening. At this point, normal faulting may 

be active simultaneously on numerous fault blocks. 

2) As the region becomes more extended, inherent weaknesses may allow extension to 

focus and develop a distinct rift basin. 

3) Continued extension may result in the lithosphere being thinned sufficiently to allow 

the initiation of sea-floor spreading. Equally, a rift basin may be abandoned in favor of 

an alternate site of focused extension. 

4) Sea-floor spreading initiates rapidly along the length of the rift basin. In the case of 

the western Woodlark Basin, the rift basin is on the order of 100 km. Continental 

extension may not cease immediately, resulting in a partitioning of net extension with 

sea-floor spreading. 

5) Sea-floor spreading propagates towards the pole of opening. Sea-floor spreading 

progressively replaces continental extension as the mode of opening about the pole. 
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Figure 2.20. A schematic model of the initiation of sea-floor spreading in 
continental lithosphere. Gray equals unstretched continental lithosphere, white 
equals extended continental lithosphere, black equals oceanic lithosphere and 
hatchured lines represent rift basins. (a) A rift basin forms due to focusing of 
continental extension. Sea-floor spreading initiates simultaneously along the 
length of the basin. (b) Sea-floor spreading propagates towards the pole of 
opening. (c) Ahead of, but overlapping with the tip of sea-floor propagation, a 
continental rift forms and sea-floor spreading initiates as in (a). ( d) Propagation 
of the older spreading segment ceases. The two spreading segments overlap 
through continental lithosphere. (d) The overlap between the two spreading 
segments is reduced to zero and a transform fault forms, cutting through the 
intervening continental lithosphere. (e) The cycle repeats. 
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6) Ahead of, but overlapping with, the propagating tip localized continental extension 

can result in the nucleation of a new spreading segment. The degree of continental 

extension prior to sea-floor spreading changes depending on such factors as the 

thickness of the continental lithosphere. Steps 4 and 5 are repeated for this segment. 

7) The nucleation of an overlapping spreading segment causes propagation to stop. The 

region of continental lithosphere separating the two segments is subjected to diffuse 

deformation. 

8) Eventually, the section of the new spreading segment in the overlap fails. Reduction 

of the overlap to zero results in the formation of a transform joining the two segments. 

9) Spreading and propagation continue. Additional basins nucleate further towards the 

pole. Spreading on the individual segments eventually results in continuous oceanic 

lithosphere. 

Conclusion 

Detailed geophysical data and a reconstruction of the spreading history of the 

Woodlark Basin have allowed us to make many insights into the initiation of sea-floor 

spreading and the subsequent evolution of a young ocean basin. We can conclude that: 

1) Localization of continental extension is an important step in the propagation of a 

spreading center into continental lithosphere. 

2) Nucleation of spreading segments in continental lithosphere and propagation of a 

spreading center into continental lithosphere are both important mechanisms and 

coexist in the Woodlark Basin. 
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3) The degree of continental extension prior to the initiation of sea-floor spreading is 

greater in the western Woodlark Basin than in the east. We attribute this to increasing 

litospheric thickness to the west. 

4) Extension on the continental margins can continue after the initiation of sea-floor 

spreading. In the case of a propagating spreading center this is shown by the inward 

curvature of sea-floor isochrons close to the tip. Such extension may continue for over 

1 Ma. 

5) Moresby Transform is the result of the overlap between two overlapping spreading 

centers reducing to zero. It is not inherited from a transfer fault in the margins. 

Insufficient data are available to interpret the early evolution of other transforms in the 

Woodlark Basin. 

6) Spreading center propagation and geologically instantaneous spreading center jumps 

are both important ways in which a spreading center reorients. The two mechanisms co

exist in the basin (and can occur at the same time). 

7) The majority of the opening history of the Woodlark Basin can be described by a 

single pole of opening at 148°E, 9°18'S. This pole moved abruptly to 144°E, l2°S at 

0.5 Ma. 

Many of these conclusions should apply to other regions of young continental 

extension, such as the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea. They will also provide valuable 

insights into the interpretation of older passive margins, such as those found around the 

Atlantic Ocean. Reconstruction of sea-floor fabric to a particular isochron is an 

important visual tool in developing a geological history of an ocean basin. The routines 
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developed for this study are easily adaptable to other regions where opening can be 

described by a single relative pole of opening. 
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Chapter 3: Insights Into the Propagation of Sea-Floor 

Spreading Into Continents: The Woodlark Basin 

Introduction 

The transition from continental extension to initial sea-floor spreading is one of 

the least understood aspects of continental breakup. Continental deformation is 

distributed over large areas rather than focused on the narrow plate boundaries typical 

of oceanic lithosphere (Molnar, 1988). The geologic and dynamic processes by which 

distributed continental deformation is progressively localized as an oceanic spreading 

center extends into a continent are widely debated (Bonatti, 1985; Rosendahl, 1987; 

Martinez and Cochran, 1988; Hayward and Ebinger, 1996). Although the propagating 

rift hypothesis successfully explains one mechanism by which new sea-floor spreading 

segments can be created within rigid oceanic lithosphere (Hey, 1977; Hey et al., 1980), 

the concept of rift propagation through rigid lithosphere in the continental case (Hey et 

al., 1980) has been questioned and several alternate kinematic models of rift 

propagation into continental lithosphere have been proposed (Vink, 1982; Courtillot, 

1982; Martin, 1984; McKenzie, 1986). 

Three dimensional dynamic models of continental breakup have been made 

corresponding to some of the kinematic models (Bassi et al., 1993; Dunbar and Sawyer, 

1996). By varying the thickness and composition of the crust, the geotherm, the 

extension rate, and the strength and distribution of pre-existing weak zones, these 
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models can reproduce many of the typical margin types, with variable amounts of 

margin extension and volcanism. Nevertheless , the detailed processes involved in 

continental breakup and the birth of an ocean remain topics of continuing debate. 

Questions persist concerning the dominant mechanisms of extensional strain: whether 

by pure shear and/or simple shear and on low-angle and/or high-angle normal faults. 

Major low-angle detachments have been documented in continental rift systems such as 

the US Basin and Range (Wernicke and Burchfiel, 1982), but their origin is 

controversial (original low-angle normal faults versus roll-over of initially high-angle 

faults?) and few have been recognized in passive continental margins (Lister et al., 

1991 ). 

Many current studies are hampered by a lack of accurate kinematic constraints 

on the debated dynamic processes and/or by trying to reconstruct pre-Tertiary 

extensional events that occurred on conjugate passive margins that are now buried in 

sediments, thermally equilibrated, and separated by sea-floor whose spreading history is 

imprecisely known. Studies of regions of intracontinental extension, such as the US 

Basin and Range, the East African Rifts, and the Aegean, are also limited because, 

although extension has occurred recently by comparison to most passive margin 

examples, it has not proceeded to the point of continental breakup. 

In contrast, the western Woodlark Basin-Papuan Peninsula region (Figure 3.1) 

exemplifies a continuum of active extensional processes, laterally varying from sea

floor spreading to continental rifting. Because of the generally thin sediment cover, the 
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Figure 3.1. Map of the Woodlark Basin showing Normanby Island (N), Misima 
Island (M), Woodlark Island (W), Rosse l Island and the Solomon Islands (SI), 
Moresby Transform (MT) and Simbo Transform (ST). Major spreading 
segments are labeled I through 5. Key tectonic features are marked and 
identified in the figure key . Normally magnetized magnetic chrons are 
identified. Inset shows the geographic location of the map. 
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pattern of faulting and the transition from block faulted continental lithosphere to 

rugged diffracting oceanic lithosphere are readily apparent in swath bathymetry and 

seismic reflection data (Hill et al., 1984; Goodliffe et al.; 1993; Taylor et al., 1995). 

Sea-floor spreading magnetic anomalies identified in the basin (Figure 3.1) indicate that 

the formerly contiguous, eastward extensions of the Papuan Peninsula (the Woodlark 

and Pocklington rises) were separated as the Woodlark spreading center propagated 
I 

westward during the last 6 Ma (Weisse! et al., 1982; Taylor and Exon, 1987; Taylor et 

al., 1995; Chapter 2). Organized spreading ends at 15 l .7°E. Further west, extension is 

accommodated by continental rifting, producing full and half graben such as Milne and 

Goodenough bays, respectively (Milsom and Smith, 1975; Mutter et al., 1996), and 

metamorphic core complexes on the D'Entrecasteaux Islands and the Papuan Peninsula 

(Davies, 1980; Hill and Baldwin, 1993; Baldwin et al., 1993). The extension is 

accompanied by crustal tensional seismicity as far west as 148°E (Weisse! et al ., 1982; 

Abers, 1991 ; Abers et al., 1997) and by comenditic series volcanism in the 

D'Entrecasteaux Islands (Hegner and Smith, 1992). 

Using examples from the Woodlark Basin, we recognize two modes of 

continental breakup; propagation and nucleation. Using HAW AII-MRl sidescan, 

magnetic and seismic data (for processing details see Martinez et al., ( 1998) and 

Chapter 2) we illustrate four types of continent/ocean boundary (COB) formed by these 

processes. Nucleation of sea-floor spreading along a -100 km long continental rift basin 

results in an isochronous COB which is concordant with rift structures and sea-floor 

isochrons. Propagation of a spreading center into rifting continental lithosphere results 
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in a COB that is discordant with oceanic isochrons and may be either concordant or 

discordant with rift structures on the margins, depending on whether the continental 

rifting is localized or not. Stalling of the spreading propagation results in oceanic 

isochrons that are perpendicular to the COB, although a similar relationship can result 

from transform motion against the COB. The "GMT" software (Wessel and Smith, 

1995) was used extensively throughout this study. 

Spreading Center Nucleation 

In Chapter 2 we showed that, at the resolution of the data, spreading can initiate 

instantaneously along a rift in excess of l 00 km long. Spreading segment 2 in the 

Woodlark Basin is the type example of this process (Figure 3.2). By chron 2n ( 1.95-

1.77 Ma), sea-floor spreading initiated along the center of a deep continental rift valley. 

The presence of this rift valley implies that continental rifting had become focused at 

this time. The presence of other, not so extensive rift valleys in the continental margins 

to the north and south implies that at various points in the evolution of the margins, 

significant strain was accommodated in these locations. The locus and distribution of 

strain deformation may have changed throughout the history of the margins, being both 

diffuse and focused at various time in the history of segment 2. 

Today, between 153°25'E and 154°15'E the continent/ocean boundary is 

concordant with the chron 2n oceanic isochron (Figure 3.1), the oldest oceanic 

lithosphere seen in this part of the Woodlark Basin. Younger oceanic isochrons, as a 

result of repeated minor reorientations of the spreading center (Chapter 2), are 
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Figure 3.2. Cross section through spreading segment 2 in the Woodlark Basin. 
The top panel shows the surrounding bathymetry, the continent/ocean boundary 
(dashed), the spreading center (solid white on black line) and the location of the 
cross section (solid black line). The next panel shows the depth of the sea-floor 
and moho (from Martinez et al, 1998). The area between is shaded gray. 
Additional panels show magnetization, magnetic anomaly, Bouguer gravity 
anomaly and free-air gravity anomaly. 
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subparallel. Additionally the bathymetry (Figure 3.2) clearly shows conjugate normal 

faults in the continental margin on either side of the basin. Down-stepping blocks of 

continental lithosphere bounded by normal faults are especially well developed in the 

southern margin and can be seen in cross section between 10.85°S and 1 I 0 S (Figure 

3.2). The sea-floor of the continental margins progressively deepens by 1500 m toward 

the continent/ocean boundary over a distance of about 35 km, grading smoothly into 

oceanic lithosphere. The magnetization solution over the oceanic lithosphere shows a 

clear symmetrical anomaly pattern. Magnetization and magnetic anomaly peaks (Figure 

3.2) over continental lithosphere without corresponding surface features imply that fault 

bounded intrusion has been an important component of the extensional evolution of the 

margins (Martinez et al., 1995). Limited fault controlled extrusive events are evident in 

the margins as linear ridges and isolated peaks. Crustal thickness calculations, based on 

Airy isostasy (Martinez et al, 1998; Figure 3.2) predict gradual thinning of the 

symmetrical conjugate continental margins towards the continent/ocean boundary. 

Concordance between oceanic isochrons and the continent/ocean boundary is 

also seen in spreading segment 1 between 151°50'E and l 52°35'E, though, the 

conjugate normal faults in the bounding continental margins are less well defined. West 

of l 52°IO'E, the northern continental margin is cross-cut by an ENE-SSW trending 

graben. Preliminary observations from multi-channel seismic data suggest that this 

graben may be due to renewed continental rifting as a result of a change in relative pole 

of opening at 0.5 Ma (see Chapter 2). Similar concordance is implied for parts of the 
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poorly defined continent/ocean boundary in the eastern Woodlark Basin. We propose 

that these margins also formed by the rapid nucleation of long spreading segments. 

Propagation 

Between 154°10'E and 154°40'E, at the western end of segment 3 (Figure 3.3), 

abyssal hill fabric intersects the continent/ocean boundary at an angle of about 50°. 

Progressively younger isochrons intersecting the margin to the west (Figure 3.1) 

indicate that this margin formed by the westward propagation of a spreading center into 

continental lithosphere between approximately 3.6 Ma and 1.8 Ma. As a result, the 

continent/ocean boundary is non-isochronous. Rift structures in the continental margin 

are cross cut by the continent ocean boundary. The continental margin is characterized 

by numerous small basins bounded by tilted fault blocks. 

The northern and southern conjugate continental margins of segment 3 (Figure 

3.3), unlike segment 2 (Figure 3.2), are asymmetric. The sea-floor of the northern 

continental margin deepens very rapidly towards the continent/ocean boundary, falling 

by 1500 m in less than 6 km. The bathymetry shows that areally, unlike segment 2, the 

transition from continental to oceanic lithosphere is not associated with the down

faulting of continent/ocean boundary concordant fault blocks. Rather, the structure in 

the continental margin is dominantly discordant to the continent/ocean boundary. 

Crustal thickness calculations (Figure 3.3) predict that the northern continental margin 

thins very rapidly. The southern continental margin thins less rapidly towards the 

continent ocean boundary, but still lacks internal fault fabric that is concordant with the 

continent/ocean boundary. We note that the southern margin, between approximately 2 
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Figure 3.3. Cross section through spreading segment 3 in the Woodlark Basin. 
The top panel shows the surrounding bathymetry, the continent/ocean boundary 
(dashed), the spreading center (solid white on black line) and the location of the 
cross section (solid black line). The next panel shows the depth of the sea-floor 
and moho (from Martinez et al , 1998). The area between is shaded gray. 
Additional panels show magnetization, magnetic anomaly, Bouguer gravity 
anomaly and free-air gra"'.ity anomaly. 
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Ma and 1.5 Ma was in the overlap zone between spreading segments 3, and a region of 

focused continental extension which evolved into spreading segment 2 (see Chapter 3). 

As a consequence this margin has been subjected to both distributed shear, imparting a 

clockwise rotation, and extension about the pole of opening. High amplitude magnetic 

and magnetization anomalies (Figure 3.3) are confined to oceanic lithosphere, implying 

that intrusion into the margins during continental stretching has not played an important 

role in the evolution of the margins. 

At the western end of segment 2, between 152°57'E and 153°10'E, abyssal hill 

fabric, and chron 2n are seen to intersect the continental margin, indicating that this part 

of the margin has formed by propagation. The lower angle of intersection than in the 

case of segment 3 is indicative of faster propagation rates. Somewhat differently to 

segment 3, structures in the continental margin are subparallel to the continent/ocean 

boundary, forming a concordant boundary. 

Stationary Segments 

On segment 2, at 152°57'E, 10°30'S, and at the western end of segment lb, 

isochrons and sea-floor fabric are perpendicular to the continent/ocean boundary 

(Figure 3.1 ). For the segment 2 example, the continent/ocean boundary, which truncates 

structures in the continental margin, is characterized by an abrupt increase in depth 

towards oceanic lithosphere. In the case of segment 1, the bordering continental margin 

forms a deep rift basin, suggestive of the accommodation of large amounts of strain. 

During all but the last 0.1 Myr history of segment lb, when segment la existed, there 

have been no other spreading segments to the west (see Chapter 2). This boundary is 
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therefore not a transform boundary . Reconstructions of the spreading history infer that 

the isochron perpendicular continent/ocean boundary at the western end of segment 2 is 

also not a transform boundary. These boundaries therefore represent stationary periods 

during which there was no propagation of the spreading system into the continental 

margin. In the case of segment lb, the stationary phase has recently ended with the 

formation of segment la. Further west, extension has become localized on a low angle 

detachment fault in the continental margin to the west (Taylor et al., 1995; Abers et al, 

1997). 

Transform Boundaries 

At the western end of segment 3, between 9.3°S and 9.8°S, the abyssal hill 

fabric (Figure 3.3) and oceanic isochrons (Figure 3.1) are perpendicular to the 

continent/ocean boundary, which is characterized by an extremely rapid increase in 

depth of the sea-floor. This boundary is a result of westward propagation stopping at 

about 1.8 Ma when spreading on segment 2 started (see Chapter 2). The existence of an 

offset segment demonstrates that this is a transform boundary, unlike the examples 

given above. 

Discussion 

Results from the Woodlark Basin have identified four types of continent/ocean 

boundary. The rapid nucleation of a spreading center results in concordant oceanic 

isochrons, continent/ocean boundary and continental rift structure. Propagation of a 

spreading center into a continental margin results in discordant oceanic isochrons and 
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continent/ocean boundary and either discordant or concordant continental rift 

structures. Stationary stages, when the overall spreading system is not propagating, 

result in oceanic isochrons that are perpendicular to the continent/ocean boundary . A 

transform fault in the margin, offsetting two spreading segments, will also form this 

type of boundary. The continent/ocean boundary can also be classified on the basis of it 

being concordant or discordant with rift structures in the margin. 

A cross section through segment 2 (Figure 3.2) shows the classical symmetrical 

continental margins that would be predicted by a pure-shear model (Buck, 1991 ). 

Continental extension in this basin has been accommodated by high angle normal 

faults, magmatic intrusion and lithospheric necking (Kooi et al., 1992). Low angle 

normal faulting, though important at different stages in the evolution of the margins 

(Goodliffe et al., 1993; Taylor et al., 1995), does not appear to play a direct role in the 

extension that caused the formation of the specific rift basin at which segment 2 

originated. Lithospheric thinning progressed to a critical point at which the 

asthenosphere broke through to the surface (LePichon and Sibuet, 1981 ), resulting in 

the initiation of sea-floor spreading. In the case of segment 2, the critical degree of 

stretching was either reached simultaneously along a 100 km length of rift, or more 

likely, propagated extremely rapidly (at rates beyond the resolution of the available 

data) from a point as a result of an instability phenomena. The length of the nucleated 

spreading center is a result of the length of the rift along which the lithosphere was 

thinned enough that sea-floor spreading could initiate. The presence of a deep 

continental rift valley prior to the initiation of sea-floor spreading implies that 
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continental extension had localized to this point. The presence of well defined normal 

fault bounded rift valleys in the continental margins, some showing evidence of simple 

shear and hence the possibility of accommodating large amounts of extension 

(Goodliffe et al., 1993), for example at 153 .35°E, 9.6°S , imply that continental 

extension has been localized elsewhere at various times, but subsequently failed. The 

relative timing of the distribution of extension areally is unclear. Numerous smaller 

basins bounded by individual rotated fault blocks with small amounts of throw are 

evidence for periods of diffuse continental extension. These observations imply that, 

initially, small amounts of extension are accommodated by diffuse extension over large 

regions. As the degree of strain increases, extension localizes at individual rift basins, 

maybe making use of low angle detachments (Wernicke and Burchfiel, 1982; Taylor et . 

al, 1995; Abers et al., 1997). Cessation at one such site may result in the localization of 

extension at another location. Ultimately, extension remains localized on one rift long 

enough to thin the lithosphere to the point that sea-floor spreading can initiate. 

The margins of the western end of segment 3 between 9.3°S and 9.8°S have 

formed by propagation (Figure 3.3). The margins have an asymmetric appearance, 

which at first glance, is more consistent with a simple shear mode of formation (Buck, 

1991 ). However, deformation of the southern margin in an overlap zone (see Chapter 3) 

and deeps along the continent/ocean boundary alter this profile. In plan view, the 

dominant east-west structural grain in the northern margin is cross-cut by the 

continent/ocean boundary. The northern margin thins much more rapidly towards the 

continent/ocean boundary. The lack of concordant continental rift structures implies 
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that the initiation of sea-floor spreading is not a function of the degree of thinning 

within a particular continental rift basin. Therefore, even though the margin cross 

section implies a simple shear origin, the discordance of the continental rift structure in 

plan view suggests that sea-floor spreading did not initiate along a single fault system. 

Even though the continental margins in this region may have been extended by a 

comparable amount to those of segment 2, extension has not localized on a single rift 
I 

basin long enough for sea-floor spreading to initiate. The margins thus differ on the 

basis of their history of strain partitioning. The absence of well focused extension may 

also explain the lack of high amplitude magnetic anomalies, characteristic of magmatic 

intrusions. The location at which spreading initiates in the continental margin instead 

appears to be a function of the location of the propagating spreading center tip. This is 

somewhat similar to the propagation of a spreading center into oceanic lithosphere 

(Hey, 1977). In that case, a spreading center propagates without regard for pre-existing 

crustal fabric. Propagation of a sea-floor spreading center has long been thought of as a 

function of crack growth that occurs when the stress concentration at a tip exceeds some 

threshold value that is a function of the strength of the lithosphere (Hey et al., 1989). 

N aar et al. ( 1991 ), in the case of the Pi to Rift, identified 'tectonic grabens' into which a 

spreading center propagates. It would seem logical that, in the case of a spreading 

center propagating into stretched continental lithosphere, the trend of a propagating 

spreading center would be governed by the trend of the continental rift structures. 

Segment 3 shows that this is not always the case. Possibly, in the presence of a 

weakened upper lithosphere, the trend of propagation is controlled by the normally 
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weaker lower lithosphere (Buck, 1991 ), though the problem of strain hardening vs. 

softening becomes an issue. Fujita and Sleep ( 1978) proposed that propagation could 

result from the systematic overshooting of dikes beyond the tip of the spreading center. 

In this case, the trend of the resultant spreading center would be less dependent on the 

structure of the strong upper lithosphere, and hence the rift structures. 

The continental margin of segment 2 between 152°57'E and 153°10'E has also 

formed by propagation. However, to a first order, structures in the margin appear close 

to parallel to the continent/ocean boundary. This implies that the propagating spreading 

center has indeed been guided by continental rift structure. Though the reason for the 

difference between this type of propagation margin and that seen at the western end of 

segment 3 is not immediately evident, Martinez et al ( 1998) have suggested 

fundamental differences in the thermal structure of the Woodlark Basin east and west of 

Moresby Transform. 

The third type of continental margin that we find in the Woodlark Basin results 

in isochrons and sea-floor fabric that are perpendicular to the continent/ocean boundary. 

This type of boundary can be formed either at a transform fault, or alternatively as a 

result of a stationary phase, when the spreading system is not propagating. Segment 3 

stopped propagating to the west into continental lithosphere at approximately 1.8 Ma. 

However, propagation of the overall spreading system continued by the transference of 

motion west of the propagation tip through an overlap zone to spreading segment 2 in 

the south. At 152°57'E, l0°30'S on segment 2 and at the western end of segment lb, 

isochron perpendicular continent/ocean boundaries have also been formed by a lack of 
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propagation. In these two cases, an offset spreading segment did not exist at their time 

of formation, so they are not transform boundaries. These represent times that 

propagation of the entire spreading system stopped. This category of boundary forms as 

a result of diffuse continental extension ahead of the spreading tip failing to become 

localized. 

The evidence given above shows that the continent/ocean boundary falls into 

two main categories, concordant or discordant. Concordant boundaries are formed by 

nucleation or propagation of a spreading segment. Discordant boundaries can be formed 

by propagation, stationary phases, or transform motion. These processes can form a 

continuum. For example, a region of localized continental rifting, given enough strain 

can result in the nucleation of a spreading center. The spreading center can then grow 

by discordant propagation (dominantly toward the pole of opening) into a region of 

diffuse continental rifting, much like the model of Courtillot ( 1982), or concordant 

propagation into a pre-existing continental rift. If we enter a stationary phase, an 

isochron perpendicular discordant boundary will result. Each of the mechanisms of 

continent/ocean boundary formation can be distinguished by examining both conjugate 

boundaries. However, given only one of the conjugate margins, it is not possible to 

distinguish a transform boundary from one formed during a stationary phase. Figure 3 .4 

shows an ideal continental margin that will result from these processes. On the right 

side of the diagram, the margins are divided into concordant and discordant styles. On 
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Figure 3.4. An idealized model of continent/ocean boundary evolution in the 
Woodlark Basin. Gray represents continental lithosphere. Black lines represent 
oceanic isochrons that are seen to be concordant with the margin when a 
spreading segment nucleates, at an oblique angle to the margin when a 
spreading center propagates, and perpendicular to the margin when propagation 
stops. 
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the left side, whether the margin is formed by nucleation, propagation, transform 

motion or propagation cessation is indicated. Given the two conjugate margins, it is 

clear that stalled propagation results in a mirroring of the shape of the margin , making 

it distinct from a transform margin. If, however, we only mapped one margin , we could 

not distinguish the two purely on the nature and shape of the margin and its relationship 

to the immediately adjacent oceanic isochrons. Results from the Woodlark Basin 

suggest that concordant boundaries may be on the order of 100 km long, and the 

generally shorter discordant boundaries on the order of 50-70 km long. Inherited 

heterogeneities in the properties of the continental lithosphere may cause these 

variations. 

Comparison with the Gulf of Aden 

Cochran ( 1981) showed that the oldest magnetic chron identified for much of 

the length of the Gulf of Aden is chron 5 (9.74-11.53 Ma). Further, chron 5 does not 

form a significant angle with the magnetic quite zone for at least 800 km, implying that 

spreading initiated simultaneously on all the segments over this length. Courtillot 

( 1982), calling on the limited resolution of this data, proposed that a westward directed 

propagation rate of 10 cm/yr could not be resolved. Fantozzi ( 1996) and Abbate ( 1986) 

concluded that segments of the spreading center, on the order of 30-80 km in length, 

did develop parallel to the WNW-ESE oriented major faults, implying that individual 

spreading segments in the Gulf of Aden may be comparable to the concordant nucleated 

segments in the Woodlark Basin. The lack of an identified propagation phase can be 

explained by the simultaneous nucleation of numerous segments. Nucleation of 
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spreading along much of the Gulf of Aden was followed by a stationary period of about 

6.5 Ma before spreading initiated in the Gulf of Tadjura (Manighetti et al. , 1997; 

Cochran, 1981 ). 

Conclusion 

I) The continental margins of the Woodlark Basin can be primarily defined on the basis 

of whether the continental rift structures are concordant or discordant with the 

continenUocean boundary. Within the concordant classification, the boundary can be 

formed by nucleation or propagation of a spreading segment. Discordant boundaries 

can be formed by propagation of a spreading segment, transform motion or stationary 

periods, when the spreading system is not propagating towards the pole of opening. 

2) Nucleation margins are formed at a continental rift at which extension has become 

focused and the amount of strain is increasing. Stretching of the margins is 

characterized by symmetrical conjugate normal faults, intrusions and necking. Sea-floor 

spreading nucleates within the rift and extends to the length of the rift in an 

unresolvable period of time. The resultant margins show a gradual increase in depth 

towards the center of the rift. Continental rift structures, the continenUocean boundary 

and oceanic isochrons are all concordant. 

3) Propagation margins are due to the slow propagation of a spreading center into the 

continental margin. The resultant continenUocean boundary is not isochronous and 

hence discordant with oceanic isochrons. The rift structures in the continental margin 

are commonly discordant with, and cross-cut by the continent ocean boundary, 

implying that the path of the spreading center propagator tip is independent of shallow 
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crustal structure. We also see an instance where continental rift structure is sub-parallel 

to the continent/ocean boundary. Fundamental differences in the thermal structure of 

the basin to the east and west of Moresby transform may explain these differences. 

4) Oceanic isochrons perpendicular to the continent/ocean boundary result from the 

cessation of spreading center propagation due to the localization of extension in an 

offset basin, or transform motion. 

5) Comparisons with the Gulf of Aden suggest that nucleation of concordant segments 

is an important process in that location also. More detailed work there may identify all 

the margin types outlined herein. 
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Appendix A: Sea-Floor Fabric Reconstructed to 0.5 Ma 

With Small and Great Circle Paths Superimposed for a 

Range of Poles 

We present in this chapter eighteen plots of sea-floor fabric, each overlain with 

small and great circles corresponding to a pole of opening. Poles ranging from 148°E 

7°S to 148° l2°S, 144°E 9°S to 150°E 9°S and 144°E, 9°S, to 150°E, 9°S, all in l 

degree steps, are plotted. 
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Appendix B: C-Shells and FORTRAN Code Created to 

Reconstruct Sea-Floor Evolution 

C-Shell for Plotting lsochrons on Reconstructed Bathvmetrv and 

Magnetization 

#!/bin/csh 
gmtset D_FORMAT %.7f PAPER_ WIDTH 8.5 
set dir = /home/kahaloa2/woodlark/reconstruction 
source /home/kahaloa2/woodlark/data_key .csh 
source seg5.ll_bounds 
nawk '{printf "%.6f %.6f %. lt\n", $2, $1, $3 }' $contoce_e >! fabric.dat 
nawk '{printf "%.6f %.6f %. lt\n", $2, $1, $3 }' $contoce_w >! fabric.dat 

#foreach infile ('cat param.list') 
set infile = param_files/wb.2.5-3.0.param 
source $infile 

infile_start: 

########################## 
#DO NOT CHANGE BELOW HERE# 
########################## 

set par_name = $sc_param[2] 
set pole_lon = $poles[2] 
set pole_lat = $poles[3] 
set filter_size = 'echo $sc_sample_deg I nawk ' {print $1 *2} '' 

#####SET UP AREA BOUNDS IN GEOGRAPHICAL COORDINATES##### 

set lat_ cent = 'echo $min_lat $max_lat I nawk ' {print ( ($2-$1 )/2)+$1 } '' 
set lon_cent ='echo $min_lon $max_lon I nawk '{print (($2-$1)/2)+$1 }'' 
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set age = $start_age 

#####RE-PROJECT LINEATIONS ##### 

nawk ' {if ($1==">") printf "% 12.7f % l l .7f % l l .5f\n", $1, $2, 9999; else printf 
"% l 2.7f % l l .7f % l l .5f\n", $1, $2, $3 }' fabric.dat I project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -
C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpqz Ina wk ' { printf "% 12. 7f % 11. 7f % l l .5f % l l .5f\n", $1, $2, 
$3, NR}' >! grdfile 

##### SET UP SPREADING RATE INFO ##### 

set oblique_rot_pole ='echo 0 90 I project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -C$lon_cent'l$lat_cent 
-Fpq Ina wk' {printf "%.7f/%.7f\n", $1,$2} '' 
set oblique_center ='echo 0 0 I project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -
Fpq lnawk '{printf "%.7f/%.7f\n", $1,$2}'' 
echo $lon_spreading_rate $lat_spreading_rate I project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -
C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq >! endpoint_oblique.11 
set latitude = 'nawk ' {print $2}' endpoint_ oblique.Ir 
set latitude!= 'echo $latitude I nawk '{print $1-0.0001 }'' 
set Iatitude2 = 'echo $latitude I nawk ' {print $1+0.0001 } '' 
echo 0 $latitude > ! distance.II 
echo 0.001 $latitude>> distance.11 
mapproject distance.ll -R0/0.001/$latitudel/$latitude2 -F-C -Ju-30/l:lr >! distance.xy 
set x 1 ='head -1 distance.xy I nawk ' {print $1} '' 
set x2 = 'tail -1 distance.xy I nawk ' {print $1 } '' 
set yl ='head-I distance.xy I nawk '{print $2}'' 
set y2 ='tail -1 distance.xy I nawk '{print $2}'' 
set km_pr_degree ='echo $xl $x2 $yl $y2 I nawk '{printf "%.5f\n", ((sqrt((($2-
$1 )*($2-$1 ))+(($4-$3)*($4-$3)))))} ,, 
#\rm distance.II distance.xy endpoint_oblique.11 
echo $km_pr_degree 
rate_angle: 

rate_angle: 

if ($angleopen == 0) then 
set spread_ crust= 'echo $spreading_rate $step_age I nawk '{print $1 *$2} '' 
set rot_angle ='echo $spread_crust $km_pr_degree I nawk '{printf "%.7f\n", -

1 *($1/$2)} ,, 
set rot_angle_e ='echo $rot_angle I nawk '{printf "%.7f\n", $1 }'' 
set rot_ angle_ w = ' echo $rot_angle_e $spread_assym I nawk ' { printf 

"% 10.7f\n", $1 *$2} '' 
else 

set rot_angle_e = ' echo $angleopen I nawk '{printf "%.7f\n", -1 *$1} '' 
set rot_angle_w ='echo $angleopen I nawk '{printf "%.7f\n", -1 *$1 }'' 
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end if 
echo "Rotating (Full Angle) $rot_angle_e degrees, About a Pole at $pole_lon $pole_lat" 

##### BUILD AXIS ##### 

make_axis: 
echo $par_name 
echo "Building Axis" 
#dig filename 

@ count=' nawk ' {print $1}' $par_name lminmax Ina wk ' {print $4} '' 
@step= 1 
#echo $incs $where > ! sc.dat 
echo 1 0 > ! sc.dat 
echo $count>> sc.dat 
while ($step <= $count) 

set var= 'nawk '{if (NR==(I)) printf "%3s\n", $0}' !=$step $par_name' 
if ($var[l] == dig)then 

echo dig >> sc.dat 
set st= 'head -1 $var[2] lnawk '{printf "% l l.7f % l l.7t\n", $2, $1}' 

!project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq' 
set end= 'tail -1 $var[2] Ina wk ' { printf "% 1l.7f%1 l.7t\n", $2, $1}' 

!project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq' 
echo $st $end I nawk '{printf "% l l.7f % l l .7f % l l.7f % l l.7t\n", $1, $2, 

$3, $4}' >> sc.dat 
project $var[2] -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq -: 

Ina wk' { printf "% l l.7f % 1 l.7t\n", $1, $2} '>! axis.$step.dat 
echo axis.$step.dat >> sc.dat 

else 
echo syn>> sc.dat 
set st= 'echo $var[2] $var[3] !project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -

C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq' 
set ptl ='echo $var[4] $var[5] !project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -

C$lon_cent/$1at_cent -Fpq' 
set end= 'echo $var[7] $var[8] !project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -

C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq' 
set pt2 ='echo $var[9] $var[l0] !project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -

C$lon_cent/$1at_cent -Fpq' 
set curv ='echo $var[6] $var[l 1]' 
echo $st $pt 1 $end $pt2 I nawk ' { printf 

"% 1l.7f%1l.7f%11.7f% 11.7f% l l .7f% l l .7f% l 1.7f% l 1.7t\n", $1, $2, $3, $4, $5, $6, 
$7, $8}' >> sc.dat 

endif 
@step+= 1 

echo $curv I nawk '{printf "% 1l.7f%11.7t\n", $1, $2}' >> sc.dat 
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end 
#t77 make_segs.f -g -o make_segs 
$dir/make_segs 

#t77 frac_check.f -g -o frac_check 
$dir/frac check 
mv axis . v2.dat axis.dat 

@step= I 
if(-e newaxis.dat)then 

\rm newaxis.dat 
touch newaxis.dat 

else 
touch newaxis.dat 

endif 
while($step <= $count) 
echo $step 
nawk ' {if ($3==STP) print $1, $2, $3}' STP=$step axis.dat I sort -n -k 2 I sample 1 d -
I$sc_sample_deg -T 1 -L I sort -n -r -k 2 I nawk ' { printf "% 12. 7f % 7 .3f %2d\n", $1, $2, 
$3}' >> newaxis .dat 
@step++ 
end 
\rm axis.dat 

@step= 1 
while ($step <= $count) 
\rm axis.$step.dat 
@step+= 1 
end 

##### FIND THE SENSE OF THE OFFSET BETWEEN THE AXES ##### 

find_ offset: 

#t77 find_offset.f -g -o find_offset 
find_ offset 
\rm newaxis.dat 

#####CREATE NEW LINEATIONS ##### 

echo $rot_angle_e > ! params.dat 
echo $rot_angle_ w >> params.dat 
#f77 lineations.f -g -o lineations 
lineations 
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#####PROJECT THE RESULTS BACK INTO GEOPGRAPHIC COORDINATES 
##### 

nawk ' {print $1, $2} ' east.dat I project -T$oblique_rot_pole -C$oblique_center -Fpq >! 
fabric l .dat 
nawk ' {print$ l , $2}' west.dat I project -T$oblique_rot_pole -C$oblique_center -Fpq >! 
fabric2.dat 

#end 

set R = -R$min_lon/$max_lon/$min_lat/$max_lat 

gmtset D_FORMAT %.7f 

set R = -R$min_lon/$max_lon/$min_lat/$max_Iat 
set J = -JM6; set P = -P 
set age = $start_age 
set B = -Ba0.5f0. lg0.05 
set psname =preview _0.0.ps 
set sc_ln_tp I = -WI 0/0 
set sc_ln_tp2 = -WS/255 

gmtset GRID_CROSS_SIZE 0 
psbasemap $R $1 $B -K $P >! $psname 
grdimage magz.$age.grd -Ibat.$age.grad $1 $R $B $maginvcpt -V -0 -K >> $psname 
#grdimage bat.$age.grd -Ibat.$age.grad $1 $R $B $bcpt -V -0 -K >> $psname 
#grdimage $wdlk_bat_grd -I$wdlk_bat_grad $J $R $B $bcpt -V -0 -K >> $psname 
#grdcontour magz.$age.grd-C100 $J $R $B -V -0 -K >> $psname 
psxy 'awk '{print $2}' $sc_param[2]' $R $J $sc_ln_tpl -: -0 -K >> $psname 
psxy 'awk '{print $2}' $sc_param[2]' $R $1 $sc_In_tp2 -SxO.l -: -0-K >> $psname 
awk ' {if($ l<MXL && $ l>MNL) print $1 , $2}' MNL=$min_lon MXL=$max_lon 
fabric l .dat lpsxy $R $1 -W4/0 -0 -K >> $psname 
awk ' {if ($1 <MXL && $ l>MNL) print $1 , $2}' MNL=$min_lon MXL=$max_lon 
fabric2.dat lpsxy $R $J -W4/0 -0 -K >> $psname 
#psxy temp.dat $R $J -Sx0.2 -0 -K >> $psname 
psbasemap $R $1 $B -0 >> $psname 
gmtset GRID_CROSS_SIZE 0.025 

imagetool $psname & 
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C-Shell for Reconstructing Bathvmetry and Magnetization 

#!/bin/csh 
gmtset D_FORMAT %.7f 
source /home/kahaloa2/woodlark/data_key .csh 
set dir = /home/kahaloa2/woodlark/reconstruction 
#if using an existing xyz file rather than a grid, set loop = l 
set loop= 0 

set infile = param_files/wb.2.5-3.0.param 

#foreach infile ('cat infile.list') 

source $infile 
source wb.ll_bounds 

########################## 
#DO NOT CHANGE BELOW HERE# 
########################## 

set par_name = $sc_param[2] 
set pole_lon = $poles[2] 
set pole_lat = $poles[3] 
set filter _size = 'echo $sc_sample_deg I nawk ' {print $1 *4} '' 
@ in cs = 'echo $start_age $end_age $step_age I nawk ' {print ($2-$1 )/$3} '' 
@where= 0 
set lat_cent ='echo $min_lat $max_lat I nawk '{print (($2-$1)/2)+$1 }'' 
set lon_cent ='echo $min_lon $max_lon I nawk '{print (($2-$1)/2)+$1 }'' 

##### ST ART LOOPING ##### 

set age= 'echo $start_age $step_age I nawk '{print $l+(WH*$2)}' WH=$where' 
echo Working on $age Ma Pole Lon. = $pole_lon Pole_lat = $pole_lat 

set oblique_rot_pole ='echo 0 90 I project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -C$lon_cent/$lat_cent 
-Fpq lnawk '{printf "%.7f/%.7f\n", $1,$2}'' 
set oblique_center ='echo 0 0 I project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -
Fpq lnawk '{printf "%.7f/%.7f\n", $1,$2}'' 

if ($angleopen == 0) then 

set latitude= 'echo $lon_spreading_rate $lat_spreading_rate I project -
T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq Ina wk' {print $2} '' 
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set latitudel ='echo $latitude I nawk '{printf "%.7t\n", $1-0. l }'' 
set latitude2 = 'echo $latitude I nawk ' {print $1 +O. l } '' 
set xyl ='echo 0 $latitude lmapproject -R0/0.00l/$1atitudel/$1atitude2 -F -C -Ju-
30/1: lr' 
set xy2 ='echo 0.001 $latitude lmapproject -R0/0.00l/$1atitudel/$Iatitude2 -F -C -Ju-
30/J: Jr' 
set xi= 'echo $xyl I nawk '{print $1 }'' 
set x2 = 'echo $xy2 I nawk ' {print $1 } '' 
set yl ='echo $xyl I nawk '{print $2}'' 
set y2 = 'echo $xy2 I nawk ' {print $2} '' 
set km_pr_degree ='echo $xi $x2 $yl $y2 I nawk '{printf "%.St\n", ((sqrt((($2-
$1 )*($2-$1) )+( ($4-$3)*($4-$3))) )) } I' I 

set spread_ crust= 'echo $spreading_rate $step_age I nawk ' {print $1 *$2} '' 
set rot_angle ='echo $spread_crust $km_pr_degree I nawk '{printf "%.7t\n", -
l *($1/$2)} ,, 
set rot_angle_e ='echo $rot_angle I nawk '{printf "%.7t\n", $1 }'' 
set rot_angle_w ='echo $rot_angle_e $spread_assym I nawk '{printf "%10.7t\n", 
$1*$2}'' 
else 

endif 

set rot_angle_e ='echo $angleopen I nawk '{printf "%.7t\n", -1 *$1} '' 
set rot_angle_w ='echo $angleopen I nawk '{printf "%.7t\n", -1 *$1 }'' 

#####BUILD AXIS ##### 

@ count = 'nawk ' {print $1 } ' $par_name lminmax Ina wk ' {print $4} '' 
@step= l 
echo 1 0 > ! sc.dat 
echo $count >> sc.dat 
while ($step <= $count) 

set var= 'nawk '{if (NR==(I)) printf "%3s\n", $0}' I=$step $par_name' 
if ($var[ l] == dig)then 

echo dig >> sc.dat 
set st= 'head -1 $var[2] lnawk '{printf "% 11.7f % 11.7t\n", $2, $1}' 

!project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq' 
set end= 'tail -1 $var[2] Ina wk' { printf "% l l.7f % l l.7t\n", $2, $1}' 

!project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq' 
echo $st $end I nawk '{printf "%1 l.7f %1 l.7f %1 l.7f %1 l.7t\n", $1, $2, 

$3, $4}' >> sc.dat 
project $var[2] -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq -: 

lnawk '{printf "%1 l.7f %1 l.7t\n", $1, $2}'>! axis.$step.dat 
echo axis.$step.dat >> sc.dat 

else 
echo syn >> sc.dat 
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set st= 'echo $var[2] $var[3] !project -T$pole_lon/$pole_Iat -
C$1on_cent/$1at_cent -Fpq' 

set pt! ='echo $var[4] $var[5] !project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -
C$lon_cent/$1at_cent -Fpq' 

set end= 'echo $var[7] $var[8] !project -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -
C$1on_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq' 

set pt2 ='echo $var[9] $var[l0] lproject -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -
C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq' 

set curv ='echo $var[6] $var[ 11 ]' 
echo $st $pt l $end $pt2 I nawk ' { printf 

"%I l.7f% l l.7f% l l.7f% l l.7f% l l.7f% l l.7f% I l.7f% I l.7f\n", $1, $2, $3, $4, $5, $6, 
$7, $8}' >> sc.dat 

echo $curv I nawk ' { printf "% l l.7f % l l.7t\n", $1, $2}' >> sc.dat 
end if 
@ step+= I 
end 

#f77 make_segs.f -g -o make_segs 
$dir/make_segs 
#f77 frac_check.f -g -o frac_check 
$dir/frac check 
mv axis. v2.dat axis.dat 

##### RE-SAMPLE AXIS AND OUTPUT OFFSET FILE 

@step= I 
if(-e newaxis.dat)then 

\rm newaxis.dat 
touch newaxis.dat 

else 
touch newaxis.dat 

end if 
while($step <= $count) 
nawk ' {if ($3==STP) print $1, $2, $3}' STP=$step axis.dat I sort -n -k 2 I sample 1 d -
1$sc_sample_deg -T 1 -L I sort -n -r -k 2 I nawk ' { printf "% 12. 7f % 7 .3f %2d\n", $1, $2, 
$3}' >> newaxis.dat 
@step++ 
end 
#f77 find_offset.f -g -o find_offset 
find_ offset 
\rm newaxis.dat 

@step= I 
while ($step <= $count) 
\rm axis.$step.dat 
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@step+= I 
end 

#####ROTATE THE SPREADING AXIS WHERE IT OVERLAPS##### 

nawk ' {if (($3=="sr" II $3 == "sl") && $6 < 0) print ($1 +($6*(ROTW/2))),$2, $3, $4, 
$5, $6;else if (($3=="sr" II $3 == "sl") && $6 > 0) print ($1+($6*(ROTE/2))),$2, $3, 
$4, $5, $6; else print $1, $2, $3, $4, $5, $6 } ' ROTE=$rot_angle_e 
ROTW=$rot_angle_w axis.dat lnawk '{printf "%12.7f %7.3f %2s %2d %1 l.8f 
%11.8t\n",$1, $2, $3, $4, $5, $6}' >! axir.dat 

#####IF ANIMATING OR RECONSTRUCTING A GRID, EXTRACT THE 
REQUIRED PORTION OF THE GRID##### 

if ($loop == I) then 

endif 

mv rotated_oblq.dat temp.dat 
goto rotate_data 

set loop= l 

grdcut $batgrd -R$min_Jon/$max_lon/$min_lat/$max_lat -Gbat.grd 
grdcut $magzgrd -R$min_lon/$max_lon/$min_lat/$max_lat -Gmagz.grd 
grd2xyz bat.grd -bd -S l/home/aa3a/gmt/3. l/src/project -bi3 -T$pole_lon/$pole_lat -
C$lon_cent/$lat_cent -Fpq >! xy.dat 
gmtset D_FORMAT %.2f 
grd2xyz magz.grd -S -Z >! mag.dat 
gmtset D_FORMAT %. lf 
grd2xyz bat.grd -S -Z >! bat.dat 
gmtset D_FORMAT %.7f 
paste xy .dat bat.dat mag.dat > ! temp.dat 

##### ROT A TE THE FABRIC ##### 
rotate_data: 

echo $sc_sample_deg lnawk '{printf "%9.6t\n", $1 }' >! params_dom.dat 
echo $rot_angle_e >> params_dom.dat 
echo $rot_angle_w >> params_dom.dat 
#f77 which_domain_grid.f -o which_domain_grid 
which_domain_grid 

#####PROJECT THE RESULTS BACK INTO GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES 
##### 
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· nawk '{print $1, $2, $3}' rotated_oblq.dat !project -T$oblique_rot_pole -
C$oblique_center -Fpqz lxyz2grd -1$sc_sample_deg -
R$min_lon/$max_lon/$min_lat/$max_lat -Gbat_recon.grd 
nawk ' {print $1, $2, $4}' rotated_oblq .dat !project -T$oblique_rot_pole -
C$oblique_center -Fpqz lxyz2grd -1$sc_sample_deg -
R$min_lon/$max_lon/$min_lat/$max_lat -Gmagz_recon.grd 

grdfilter bat_recon.grd -1$sc_sample_deg -DO -Fm$filter_size -Gbat_recon2.grd 
grdfilter magz_recon.grd -1$sc_sample_deg -DO -Fm$filter_size -Gmagz_recon2.grd 
grdmath bat_recon.grd bat_recon2.grd AND = bat.$end_age.grd 
grdmath magz_recon.grd magz_recon2.grd AND = magz.$end_age.grd 
grdgradient bat.$end_age.grd -Gbat.$end_age.grad -AO -M -Nt 

end 
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FORTRAN Code to Build Spreading Center 

real lat I ,Ion 1,curv l ,lat2,lon2,curv2,digx,digy, 
x base,height,endx,lat,lon,endx,endy ,xstdig,ystdig, 
x yst(99),dysm l ,dysm2,fracsm l ,lonpt l ,latpt l ,lonpt2,latpt2, 
x pbase l ,pheight l ,pbase2,pheight2 

integer naxis,fac,incs, where 
character*3 type 
character* 11 filename 
open( unit= I, file= 'sc.dat' ,status= 'old') 
open(unit=2, file= 'axis.dat',status= 'unknown') 
read (1, *)naxis 
read ( l, *)naxis 
do 5 j= l ,naxis 
read( 1, *) 
read( 1, 1030)yst(j) 
read( 1, *) 

5 continue 
rewind(l) 
read( 1, *)incs, where 
read( l, *)naxis 
do l 00 j= l ,naxis 
read ( 1, 1005)type 
if(type.eq. "dig")then 

read ( 1, l 020)xstdig,ystdig 
read ( 1, 1010)filename 
open(unit=3, file=filename,status= 'unknown') 
do l 0 i= 1,999999 
read(3, 1040,end = 15)digx,digy 
write(2, 1050)digx,digy ,j 

10 continue 
15 close(3) 

endx=digx 
endy=digy 

elseif( type.eq. "syn ")then 
read( l, l 025)lon 1,lat 1,lonpt 1,latpt 1,lon2.l.at2,lonpt2,latpt2 
read( 1, 1020)curv l ,curv2 
if((lon l .ne.lonpt 1 ).or.(lat l .ne.latpt 1 ))then 

pbase l=((lonptl-lon l)/incs)*where 
pheight 1 =( (latpt 1-lat 1 )lines )*where 
Ion 1=Ion1+phase1 
lat 1=lat1+pheight1 
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endif 
if ( (lon2. ne.lonpt2) .or. (lat2 .ne. latpt2) )then 

pbase2=((lonpt2-lon2)/incs)*where 
pheight2=( (latpt2-Iat2 )lines )*where 
lon2=1on2+pbase2 
lat2=lat2+pheight2 

endif 
base=(lon 1-lon2)/50 
height=(lat 1-lat2)/50 
if((lat 1.gt.endy ).and.(j .ne. l ))then 

dysm 1=lat1-endy 
fracsm 1=( dysm l/(height*50) )* 50 

endif 
if( (lat2.lt.yst(j+ 1) ).and.(j .lt.naxis ))then 

dysm2=yst(j+ 1 )-lat2 
fracsm2=( dysm2/(height* 50) )* 50 

end if 
do 20 i=0,50 
lon=lon 1-(i*base) 
lat=latl-(i *height) 
if((lat.gt.endy).and.(j.gt. l))then 

endif 

fa\:,:=int(fracsm 1-i) 
lon=lon-((fac**2)*curv l) 

if( (lat.It. yst(j+ 1) ).and.(j .lt.naxis) )then 
fac=abs(int(50-fracsm2)-i) 
lon=lon-((fac**2)*curv2) 

end if 
write(2, 1050)lon,lat,j 

20 continue 

endif 

endx=lon 
endy=lat 

100 continue 
1000 format( al ,"digitized") 
1001 format(al,"synthetic") 
1005 format( a3) 
1010 format( a 11) 
1020 format(fl l. 7, 1x,fll.7) 
1025 format(8fl 1.7) 
1030 format(l 2x,fl 1. 7) 
1040 format(fl 1.7,lx,fl 1.7) 
1050 format(fl0.5,lx,f9.5, lx,i2) 
2000 stop 

end 
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FORTRAN Code to Check that Fracture Zones Fall Along Small 

Circles 

real x( 160000), y(l 60000) 
integer file_length,seg( 16000) 
open(unit=l, file='axis.dat',status= 'old') 
open(unit=2, file= 'axis.v2.dat',status= 'unknown') 

c READ IN CENTER LINE COORDINATES 
do I 0j=1,99999 
read( 1, l 050,end = l 5)xU),y(j),segU) 

10 continue 
15 file_length=j-1 

do 500j=1,file_length 
write(2, 1050)x(j),y(j),segU) 
if(j.eq.file_length) goto 1060 
if((seg(j).ne.seg(j+ 1)).and.(y(j).gt.y(j+1 )))then 

endif 

yfill=(y(j)+y(j+ 1 ))/2 
xfill l =(x(j+ l )-x(j+2) )+x(j+ 1) 
xfill2=(x(j)-x(j-1) )+x(j) 
write(2, 1050)xfill2,yfill,seg(j) 
write(2, 1050)xfill l ,yfill,seg(j+ 1) 

500 continue 
l 050 format(f 10.5, l x,f9.5, 1 x,i2) 
1060 stop 

end 
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FORTRAN Code to Find The Sense of Offset Between Spreading 

Segments 

character*2 offc 
doubleprecision x( 160000), y( 160000),nrth_bnd,soth_bnd, 

x offset,overlap,fac 
integer file_length,seg( 160000),state,half_state,offn 
state=O 
half_state=O 
offc="u" 
fac=l 
open( unit= l, file='newaxis .dat' ,status= 'old') 
open(unit=2, file='axis.dat' ,status= 'unknown') 

c READ IN CENTER LINE COORDINATES 
do 10 j=l,99999 
read( 1, l 0 l O,end = l 5)xU),yU),seg(j) 

10 continue 
15 file_length=j-1 

c CHECK TO SEE IF ALREADY IN AN OVERLAP ZONE 
do 500 i= l ,file_length 
if(state.eq.O)then 

do l 00 j=i+ l ,file_length 
if(yU).eq.y(i))then 

endif 

state=l 
offset=x(i)-x(j) 
overlap=y(i)-y(j-1) 
if( overlap.eq.O)overlap=0.000001 
if( offset.lt.O)then 

offc="sr" 
offn=-1 
write(*, *)"Right Lateral" 

endif 
if( offset.gt.O)then 

offc="sl" 
offn= 1 
write(*,*)"Left Lateral" 

endif 
nrth_bnd=y(i) 
soth_bnd=y(j-1) 
goto 110 
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100 continue 
endif 

c CALCULATE FACTOR IF IN AN OVERLAP ZONE AND WRITE BOUNDARY 
110 if(state.eq. l)then 

endif 

fac=( (nrth_bnd-y(i) )/overlap )-0.5 
if(half_state.eq. l )then 

if((nrth_bnd-y(i)).eq.O)then 
fac2=( -1 )*offn 

else 

else 
fac2=(((nrth_bnd-y(i))/overlap )-1 )*offn 

endif 
if(y(i).lt.soth_bnd)then 

endif 

offc="u" 
half_state=O 
state=O 
fac=l 
fac2=0 

if((nrth_bnd-y(i)).eq.O)then 
fac2=0 

else 
fac2=( ( nrth_bnd-y(i) )/overlap )*offn 

end if 
endif 
if(y(i).eq.soth_bnd)then 

half_state= 1 
endif 

write(2, 1 OOO)x(i),y(i),offc,seg(i),fac,fac2 
cc 
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
500 continue 
1000 format( fl 2.7, lx,f7 .3, lx,a2, l x,i2, l x,fl 1.8, l x,fl 1.8) 
1010 format(fl2.7,lx,f7.3,lx,i2) 
1001 stop 

end 
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FORTRAN Code to Construct lsochrons Relative to a Spreading 

Center 

character*2 side 
real x( 160000), y( 160000),factor,nrth_bnd,soth_bnd,overlap, 

x x_east( 160000),x_ west( 160000),rot_angle_e,rot_angle_ w 
integer file_length,seg( 160000),state 
open(unit=2, file= 'params.dat',status= 'old') 
read (2, 10 I 0) rot_angle_e 
read (2, 1010) rot_angle_ w 
rot_angle_e=rot_angle_e/2 
rot_angle_ w=rot_angle_ w/2 
state=O 
open( unit= 1, file= 'axis.dat' ,status= 'old') 
open(unit=3, file= 'east.dat',status= 'unknown') 
open(unit=4, file= 'west.dat',status= 'unknown') 

c READ IN CENTER LINE COORDINATES 
do 10j=1 ,99999 
read( 1, 1000,end = 15)xU),yU),side,segU) 

10 continue 
15 file_length=j-1 

c CHECK TO SEE IF ALREADY IN AN OVERLAP ZONE 
do 500 i= l ,file_length 
if ( state.eq .O)then 

do 100j=i+1,file_length 
if(yU).eq.y(i))then 

endif 

state=l 
overlap=y(i)-y(j-1) 
if( overlap.eq.O)overlap=0.000001 
nrth_bnd=y(i) 
soth_bnd=y(j-1) 
goto 110 

100 continue 
endif 

c CALCULATE FACTOR IF IN AN OVERLAP ZONE AND WRITE BOUNDARY 
110 if(state.eq. l)then 

factor=abs( (y(i)-soth_bnd)/overlap) 
if(factor.eq.O)soth_bnd=nrth_bnd 
if( (factor .ge~ 1 ).and. (soth_bnd.eq .nrth_bnd) )then 

state=O 
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end if 
else 

factor= I 
endif 

400 x_east(i)=x(i)+(rot_angle_e*factor) 
x_ west(i)=x( i)-(rot_angle_ w*factor) 
write(3, I OOO)x_east(i),y(i),"e" ,seg(i),-9999.9,-9999.9 
write( 4, 1 OOO)x_ west(i),y(i),"w" ,seg(i),-9999.9,-9999.9 

cc 
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
500 continue 
900 format( a 13) 
1000 format( fl 2.7, 1 x,f7 .3, lx,a2, 1x,i2,1 x,f7.1,1 x,f7 . 1) 
1010 format(fl 1.8) 
1001 stop 

end 
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FORTRAN Code to Reconstruct Bathymetrv and Magnetization 

character*2 sidea,us 1 
doubleprecision rote,rotw ,x( 16000), y( 16000), 

x latf(7000000),lonf(7000000), xr( 16000),yr( 16000),sc 
real nrth_bnd,soth_bnd,fac( l 6000),us3,bat(7000000), 

x mag(7000000) 
integer fl_len_axis,fl_len_fab,seg( 16000),state,sense, 

x axnf(7000000),axni(7000000),nrth_arr,soth_arr,us2, 
x side(7000000) 

open(unit= 1, file= 'params_dom.dat' ,status= 'old') 
read (1,1020) sc 
read (1, 1040) rote 
read ( l, l 040) rotw 
state=O 
open(unit=2, file='axis.dat',status= 'old') 
open(unit=5, file='axir.dat',status= 'old') 
open(unit=3, file='temp.dat',status= 'old') 
open(unit=4, file='rotated_oblq.dat',status= 'unknown') 

c ######### 
c state l = eastern plate 
c state 2 = western plate 
c state 3 = remove 
c state 4 = shear left lateral 
c state 5 = shear right lateral 
c ######### 
c read in the two data sets 

do 10 i= 1,99999 
read (2, l 0 l O,end= l 5)x(i),y(i),sidea,seg(i),fac(i) 

10 continue 
15 fl_len_axis=i-1 

do 12 i= l ,fl_len_axis 
read (5, l OlO)xr(i),yr(i),us l ,us2,us3 

12 continue 
do 20 i= 1,7000000 
read (3, * ,end=25)lonf(i),latf(i),bat(i),mag(i) 
axnf(i)=99 

20 continue 
write(*, *)"read files" 

25 fl_len_fab=i-1 
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c CHECK TO SEE IF ALREADY IN AN OVERLAP ZONE 
do 500 i= l ,fl_Ien_axis 
do I 00 j=i+ I ,fl_len_axis 
if(yU).eq .y(i) )then 

end if 

nrth_bnd=y(i) 
nrth_arr=i 
soth_bnd=yU-1) 
soth_arr=j-1 
state= l 
sense=( x( i)-x(j) )/abs( ( x( i )-x(j))) 
goto 110 

I 00 continue 
c CALCULATE FACTOR IF IN AN OVERLAP ZONE AND WRITE BOUNDARY 

110 do 300 k= l ,fl_len_fab 
if ( axnf (k) .ne.999)then 
if ( (latf (k).gt.(y(i)-( sc/2))) .and.(latf (k). le.(y(i)+( sc/2)))) 

x then 
if(state.eq. l )then 

if(sense.eq. l )then 
if(lonf(k).ge.x(i))then 

side(k)=l 
lonf(k)=lonf(k)+(rote/2) 
if (lonf (k).lt.xr(i) )side(k)=3 

elseif(lonf(k).le.x(j))then 
side(k)=2 
lonf(k)=lonf(k)-(rotw/2) 
if(lonf(k).gt.xrU))side(k)=3 

else 
side(k)=4 
if(fac(i).ge.O)then 

lonf(k)=lonf(k)+((fac(i)*2)*(rote/2)) 
if(lonf(k).lt.xrU))side(k)=3 

elseif ( fac(i).l t.O)then 
lonf(k)=lcinf(k)+((fac(i)*2)*(rotw/2)) 
if(lonf(k).gt.xr(i))side(k)=3 

endif 
endif 

elseif(sense.eq.-1 )then 
if(lonf(k).ge.xU) )then 

side(k)=l 
lonf(k)=lonf(k)+(rote/2) 
if(lonf (k) .lt.xrU) )side(k)=3 

elseif(lonf(k).le.x(i))then 
side(k)=2 
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Ionf(k)=lonf(k)-(rotw/2) 
if(lonf(k) .gt.xr(i))side(k)=3 

else 
side(k)=4 
if(fac(i).ge.O)then 

lonf (k)=lonf (k)-( ( fac( i) *2) *( rotw /2)) 
if(lonf (k).gt.xr(j) )side(k)=3 

elseif( fac( i). I t.O)then 
lonf (k)=lonf (k)-( ( fac( i )*2) *( rote/2)) 
if (lonf (k). lt.xr(i) )side(k)=3 

end if 
endif 

endif 
else 

if (lonf (k) .gt. x( i) )then 
side(k)=l 
Ionf(k)=lonf(k)+(rote/2) 
if (lonf (k). lt.x( i) )side(k)=3 

elseif(lonf(k).lt.x(i))then 
side(k)=2 
lonf(k)=lonf(k)-(rotw/2) 
if(lonf(k) .gt.x(i))side(k)=3 

else 
side(k)=3 

endif 
endif 
axni(k)=axnf(k) 
axnf(k)=999 

endif 
endif 

300 continue 
state=O 
sense=O 

c123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789 
0 

500 continue 
do 800 k= l ,fl_len_fab 
if (side(k).ne.3)then 

write( 4, 1030)lonf(k),latf(k),bat(k),mag(k) 
end if 

800 continue 
900 format( a 13) 
1000 format(f12.7, lx,fl 1.7, lx,i2,lx,f7.1,lx,f7.1) 
1010 format(f12.7, 1 x,f7.3,1x,a2,1 x,i2, lx,fl 1.8) 
1020 format(fl0.7) 
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1030 format(fl2 .7,lx,fl l.7,lx,f7.l,lx,t7.2) 
1040 format(f!0 .7) 

stop 
end 
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